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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory =

The Fred Cloys of Union City
Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, June 16, 1950
Highway have certainly made ar- i(olume Nineteen
12 Pages
Number Twenty Four
rangements to enjoy this sumjust
completed
have
They
a
mer.
Babb, Margot, French
cottage on Kentucky
stunning
Lake in the Irvin Cobb area, and
Back Up Fish Tales
appropriately they have called it
With Real Thing
right
"Cloyster".
They
are
the
across the street from the equally
Elvis Babb, J. P. Morgan and
attractive Joe Browder
cottage,
were cheap ink
termelons
French lit out for Kenwhich was the scene of a wonderFulton last
Wednesday, while
tucky Dam last monaay, pulled
.
fill party there this past week Mr.
they lasted.
New classes have been estab- retained.
The Needlework De- their boat up about 100 feet be
The Henry I Siegel Company,'Fulton Improvement
Joe entertained for all the Will- lished in the Woman's Division partment
Company
About 10 o'clock in the mornis divided into various low the dam and got out their
iams visitors and they really en- of the County Fair and is large types of quilts, rugs,
operators
of a garment
factory; which owns the building operated ing a car driven by James Turnpillow cases, lines. Elvis, using a 90-1b. test
joyed the outing,
'
by
the Siegel Co., said that no bow, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ezra
enough to take care of all house- bed spreads, luncheon sets, ap- line with a 12-oz lead, found out employing more than 500 people I
! plans were in progress to assist Turnbow of Milburn, and conhold and culinary arts this year, rons, handkerchiefs
and novel- that the
feet here, is definitely planning to
bottom was 85
I
the
company with its expansion taining two others, went around a
(By Paul WestphelIng)
it has been announced by Foad ties.
down; he pulled up so he would vacate its present
Sometime ago a proposal tractor on Highway 51 north of
secretary of the Fair. I Prize money for the woman's be about three or four feet off Greengrass, managerquartersZeolplans.
Last week, unbeknown to me Homra,
of the plant was made to the stockholders
but Fulton, near the Crutchfield road.
until I read this column
after Two new departments have been division of the Fair has been in- bottom,
told a South Fulton Booster Club no action was
taken and none is intersection.
Attempting
to
the paper had been printed, the added and classes in various other creased, and coupled with
the
Pretty soon something hit him, meeting Monday
night.
The il planned, he said last week,
avoid a dog on the road, the car
other half of the household slip- departments have been increased. ! red and blue ribbons, participa- and it didn't take him long to factory, which at capacity puts'
In addition, all of the classesItion is expected to be improved. realize that whatever it wasp it out nearly $100,000 monthly into I Definite action on the part of slowed down abruptly and was
ped in a couple of
wisecracks
about a very pet little project featured in the past have been; Department and the award in was BIG. After 20 minutes or so the hands of its employees is seri- the South Fulton Booster Club rammed from behind by a truck.
will be taken when Mr. Siegel containing
several
hundred
each are as follows:
which I have, and which I am
of struggle, they got the big cat ously
cramped for space --c_trid I
visits the city.
watermelons on their way
to.
Homemakers Exhibits
quite proud of.
to the surface, and says Elvis, improvements to the building.
i
Northern market.
Homemakers Club may "It looked as long as I was." The
Each
That is chicken-raising
. by
Greengrass,
w ousaidt
dbe
d
o
hn,
at
,
enter one exhibition on any phase little landing net wouldn't hold
a guy who has lived in cities most
Both the iuto and the
truck
defintohg
would
of Homemakers work.
of his life and has never had the
careened off the road and down
it, so they waited their chance until Sam Siegel, president of
; AWARDS - Entries judged as and grabbed it by the gills.
opportunity to try it before on a
an embankment, turning over ...
the company could visit here and
modest little scale.
with
cash
spilling the load of melons.
U. E. Hughes of Middlesboro, blue, red or white
monster, probably the talk with local leaders.
The
I'll say one thing, though, she Ky., has been appointed group awards.
Young Turnbow was taken by
largest cat ever hauled in by a
The Booster Club of the little
didn't catch me off guard. After manager of the Southern
1st 2nd 3rd Fulton fisherman, weighed
Bell
30 city across the border is vitally
More Than twenty-two centur- a local hospital suffering from
I read that article I promptly Telephone
10.00 7.50 5.00 pounds and was three feet long,
cuts and bruises; the others in
Company here sueinterested in keeping the Siegel ies of Illinois Central service will
Women's Department
grabbed my
record book and ceeding F. H. Riddle, who has
Catfish is now featured on the factory in this vicinity and has be celebrated at Chicago Friday, both vehicles were not injured.
(Open to everyone)
came up with some figures that been
The melons? They were sold
transferred to Mayfield,
menu at the Coffee Shop.
made offers to the company. A June 16, when tribute will be
will be right surprising to her ... Ky. Riddle has been
Ribbons will be given- for each
manager
while they
paid to forty-five employes of the on the spot, cheap,
spokesman
for
the
club
said
that
of first, second and third places.
and ought to put a stop to this here since 1929.
lc.sted.
Railroad wno
a South Fulton property owner Illinois Central
growling about the high cost of
Hughes has had wide experi- I First place will also receive a
was
interested in
erecting a complete half a century of emchicken raising before you con- ence in the telephone field serv- i cash award of $1.00.
When the Children
Cayce Boys Attend
building
containing
30,000
feet of ployment in 1950.
sult the guy with the records!
Section I
ing in many 'capacities with the
floor space,for the factory.
These 50-year veterans will he State
It
Quilts (Cotton)
FFA Meeting
parent company.
was revealed at the meeting that guests of
honor at a luncheon
Mr. Riddle, who has been an 1 Modern Applique.(quilted).
To begin
with, I went into
if a larger building could be se- which will be held in the
The Cayce chapter of Future
Red
NJanuary with 6 old hens that we enthusiastic citizen and an effi- ' Modern patchwork (quilted).
cured
more of the
America sent two
Room at the Palmer Farmers of
company's Lacquer
"inherited" when we got
this cient manager has the well wish-, Antique Coverlet.
other operations might be moved House. The luncheon will
be delegates to the state convention,
section n
place, and on Feb. 1. I (or we) es of his many friends here.
A:
Little three-year old Danny here.
attended by approximately
400 which was held in Louisville last
Burns was playing in the yard
bought 30 chicks that were six cordial welcome is extended to Pillow Cases
John Melton, president of the members of the Illinois Central week. The delegates representing
(Continued on Page 6)
one day with his cousin Lynda
weeks old. That's what really got the new manager.
organization, including the board ithe Cayce chapter were Maurice
Johnston when Danny fell in
this project off on the wrong foot
of directors. President Wayne A. I Talley and Roland Adams. They
the soft middle of a mud pud. . . . I had to keep 'em penned
Johnston will be host and make were accompanied by their addle.
in the
warm
basement for a Glenn Weatherspoon
the awards.
visor and teacher of agriculture,
Lynda, becoming frightened
month, and they smelled up the "Man of Distinction"
Each veteran of fifty years of Eugene Waggoner.
said to Danny:
while house and fuzzed-up
the
Central service will be
This was the 21st annual con"Please
don't
One of the University of Ken'
tell
y3ur
whole basement. But that's all
F. A. Homra, secretary of the presented with a 14-karat gold vention in the state of Kentucky.
The
conference, mother that you fell in tita West Kentucky-Tennessee
commencement
Memphis
right, I cleaned tit, the place-af- tucky's highest
Fair lifetime pass in a morocco leather The meetings were held in the
ter they were 'sit outside
on honors, graduation "with distinc- which closed its annual session mud." Danny promised im- announced today that a wild west case. These passes are good for
The progr m
Kentucky hotel.
bon," was conferred upon Glenn Sunday at Jackson, returned the mediately that he would keep rodeo had been secured by the travel anywhere on the
Easter.
Illinois
address
Now when I got these chicks, Weatherspoon of Fulton, at the Rev.'C. E. Hawkins to the pulpit the secret, but in a. little while fair this year. The rodeo, packed Central Railroad, The 1950 group was highlighted by an
Lewis, national
June
commencement of the First Methodist church at ran into the house almost with all the thrills of the roaring will make a total of 484 individ- George
Mr. B. A. Russ, whose expert ad- school's
Other items on
president.
i Fulton. The popular Fulton mini- bursting with something to say. west will be shown on Friday uals who have received
vise I leaned on heavily, told me program.
goid weekly program included a talthe whole
operation would be
and Saturday nights, July 28 and passes.
Weathorspoon, son of Mrs. Lera ster, who was called here to fill He spurted:
show, sponsors dinner, ad"Mother," and stammered, 29 and on Sunday afternoon, July
profitable
None of the honorees are nom ent
. .- just keep a RE- Weatherspoon,
300
Eddings the vacancy left when Rev. W. E.
dresses by the state officers, plus
,Mischke was sent to Broadway "I'm not going to tell you I 30.
Fulton.
CORD and at the end of the year Street, received a bachelor
of
the regular business session. The
• ‘I could prove it to myself, my science
degree in
"Nothing adds to a fair like a
mechanical Methodist church in Paducah, is fell in the mud."
Cayce delegates will make a full
wife, and
anybody else
rodeo," Mr. Homra said. Steer
that engineering from the University. beginning his first full year at
report to the chapter at the
wanted to know.
The Nays is.aendling $1.00 to wrestling, bucking horses, buckA
graduate of Fulton
High the local church. Rev. Hawkins
next regular meeting.
Knowing that the fresh eggs School, he is a member of Tau came to Fulton from Ashland in Clara Mellturry, age 11. Box 74, ing cattle and a score of other
Cayce. KY. Send your little thrill-packed
would be.paveral months in com- Beta Pi and Pi Tau Sigma, hon- the fall.
NEW
events will
be
An outstanding speaker,
an stories about children to the shown as part of the program of
ing, and that the
iMrs. McLeod Announces
engineering
chickens and orary
societies;
ARRIVALS
I might have to survive
sev- Omicron Delta
Kappa, senior efficient and pleasing organizer, Children's Bettor The Fulton the K Bar F Ranch Wild West
June Homemakers Meet
Mother
Hawkins
has
developed
a
News,,
it
y
Fulton
eral verbal barrages before
Rodeo.
we men's leadership society,
and
tremendous
Mrs. Bertha McLeod, Fulton
interest in church
DEPARTMENT
produced much
income, I kept Kappa Sigma social fraternity,
demonstratiyn
work among the children with
home
county
the record . . . ai,ti the day-byStudents graduating "with disagent: has announced the June
day production of the old hens, tinction" must have attained an the increasingly popular Methodist Youth Association.
Homemakers
schedule for the
starting in Marc* By the time academic
standing of between
Clubs as follows:
March 1st arrived, we had eaten 2.4 and 2.6 for three years, or a
at the
June 16 - Palestine
Mr. and Mrs. George Pillow,
three of the hens, so we then had letter grade of slightly higher Holland, Amberg
Get
Crutchfield, announce the birth club house at 10:30;
3 laying hens and 30 chicks, Of than B.
Most of the makers of football Norris Armstrong, now asuccess- of a four pound, twelve ounce
June 20 - Victory with Mrs.
Reserve Commissions
the 30 chicks, 16 were
future
ful Danville business man and son, James Thomas, born June E. L. Cooke at 10:30;
hens, and 14 future roosters.
Reserve commissions in
the history during Centre College's
.
4.4.
••
.
lo.0.
•
4M.4P•fy.P•••••.04.•4H4.0
, June 20 - Crutchfield
with
United States Army have been Golden Era, 1919-1924, returned civic leader, handed Harvard its 12 at the Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. Roy Jarvis at 1 o'cloCk.
awarded to Brantley D. Amberg, there last weekend for reunions first gridiron defeat in five years
In May one of the cockerels ate
Mr.
and
Mrs
,
Williams
Stepback in history. This team.played
June 21 - Hickman at Homea recent University of Kentucky
a bunch of string that somebody
,
announce the makers Club
a regular season schedule of nine hens, Arlington`
room at. 10:00
graduate, and David K. Holland, arranged by the college.
threw out with leavings, got a
Ibirth
of
a
six
pound,
six
ounce
superintendent
Holland,
W. L.
games, winning all the tilts and
o'clock;
a senior at U. K., both of Hick"packed crop" and died.
That
baby
girl,
Dana
Rose,
born
June
Edwin
and
schools
of
Fulton
June 22 - Sylvan Shade
being scored on only once.
at
man.
month. also (for a weekend meal)
the home of Mrs. Ada McMullin
The year before, on their first 11, at the Fulton Hospital.
By Alice Coleman
Amberg. son of Mr. and Mrs. "Lefty" Whitnell, a former FulI killed one of the pullets by miswere
for
the
on
tonian,
1:30;
celehand
trip East, the Colonels had bowed
Mr. and Mrs. George Thomas at
take, thinking it was a cockerel. SI.•400.11•4.11.41.041.4.4.1.4.11.4.0.**41.4.41.1 W. B. Amberg, received the deJune 24 - Cayce with
bration Both
report a highly to Harvard 31-14 after playing James, Jr., 48 South
Mrs..
Westview
I neglected to ask how to tell 'em
in
Ms!: M . M. Matlock is getting gree of bachelor of science
successful
the
reunion.
Crimsons to a 14-14 tie at Ave., Dayton, Ohio are the par- Chester Wade at 1:30;
University's
apart, presuming that one could along nicely and was moved from commerce at the
June
28
half
during
Fulton
decided
Games
the
with
time.
'Mrs
ents of a six and one half pound
June commencement. Holland is
always recognize a rooster by its the Fulton Hospital Wednesday J
It was "Lefty" Whitnell who daughter, Rose Anne, born Sun- Charles Sevier at 1:30.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Golden Era were played and rebig comb. How did I know that to her home on the
Mayfield
Textile
Painting
played,
incidents
their
is
the
snagged
and
project
of
a
40-yard pass from Mc- day, June 11 at the Miami ValHolland.
with New Hampshires, everybody Highway.
for this month. Visit one of these
college days lived and relived by Millin in the second quarter of ley Hospital.
gets big combs.Two weeks ago I
A. H. Sloan is getting along
clubs and learn to do
that
first
Colonels.
homecoming
game and raced 50
textile
the
picked out a big cockerel, cut nicely after being on the sick
T. J. Burke Buys
Friday night, the College
C yards for a touchdown Whit/tell is Mrs. James is the former Phillis painting.
its throat and left it hanging in list.
Ringo of Clinton. Mr. James is
returning C now a Florida hotel owner.
Club honored the
the back yard for dead. When Jo
E. B. Newton is off due to ill- Fticeville Hotel
It was after the first Harvard the son of Mr. and Mrs. George Dinner Meet To Be
men with a smoker in the "Hangwent to dip it in scalding water ness.
Sale of the Railroad Hotel and out," a student recreation center game that Captain Horween of James of Fulton.
an hour later it came to life, flew
Oscar Reed is off because of Cafe, Riceville by P. C. Ford
Mrs. Felkner is the former At Harniinv Church
to on the campus. More than 100 the Crimsons came to McMillin,
around the kitchen, was shooed illness but is getting along niceT. J. Burke, was announced this lettermen, including Chief Jus- offered him the ball and remark- Irene Boyd, daughter of Mr. and
The Fulton Chamber of Cornout the back door, disappeared, ly.
week.
Fulton,
Sr.,
ed,
You
"Take
of
tice
deserve
Vinson,
Boyd,
Mrs.
on
Fred
it.
C.
it
were
M.
A.
for
merce will have the first of its,
and showed up for
chow two
H. B. Newton is back to work
The 14-room hotel, with a rest- hand for the informal affair. Es- the greatest individual perforMr. and Mrs. Donald Perry of summer rural
days later looking so bad that we after a vacation.
dinners at
the
aurant in connection, is being pecially honored were members mance ever given in
Fultonians,
former
Mayfield,
anHarvard
Harmony
Church next Friday,
parted with it, uneaten
E. F. Hart is back on the job managed by Henry Grissom,
the
birth
nounce
of
Stadium."
a
national
of
eleven,
the
1921
who
6',4
Pound June 23, it was announced today.
Then, last week, one of my old after his vacation..
will
continue in the same ca- champions, and the 1924 team,
Bo declined the ball, and said, boy born June 13 at the Fuller- I A full attendance of local memhens died, for all I know of old
W. R. Rucker has returned to pacity, Mr. Burke stated yester- Southern champions.
we'll earn Gilliam hospital. Mother and son bars is urged; each will
"No,
you,
but
Thank
age. I don't know how old she
be joined
(Continued on page 7)
1 day.
are doing fine,
The 19921 team, captained by it when we get it."
by a guest from the Harmony
was, or the other two are.
church area.
In the meantime, however, the
A fine dinner will be prepared
Westpheling table was
graced
by the ladies of the area.
with 20 pounds of dog-gone good
•chicken from six young huskies
weighing
anywhere from
2
GAMBILL WITH BENNETT
By Mary-Nelle Wright and
pounds in early April to 5 pounds
ceivable for the comfortable hos- staff of life to Dr. Luten who re- precious item desired by
the' giving to the needy and worked
Raymond Gambill is now assoJohanna We-Siphelins
last weekend ... and I might add
pital patient of today to realize membered with gratitude
On Christmas hand in hand with the variour ciated with Bennett Electric in
the particular child.
(Part Two)
that the three old hens prOduced
the hazards that might confront herioc deeds of preparation made Eve, the "Little Doc" was trans- civic and cultural
groups who Fulton as assistant manager, anIn the
halcyon days of 1922, a patient wfthout benefit of oper- by this inimitable charcter who formed into a slightly emaciated fixed the baskets to bring to im- nounced Paul Bennett, owner,
14 dozen big eggs for the kitchen.
when folks had settled down to ating room, surgical tables, or found a way out for any situa- Santa Claus. She didn't just walk poverished
homes. She, more this week.
Now we have two old hens, 15 the earnest business of recouping sterilization, but yet they were tion, including that gall bladder. into the house and give the pre- than anybody in Fulton County
Mr. Gambill briri-i his duties
Miss as necessary
pullets and 7 cockerels, which from the earlier
crash,
then, as they are
How old Scrooge in Dickens' sent, indeed not, she had con- knew where the hunger and the with the firm thir -ast Monday.
have cost, net, a little over $1 Olena French had just
started now. The good doctor and
Miss beloved "Christmas Carol" would nived with the parents to have poverty was.
He is a former ov ^-r of the Cofapiece so far. Here's the record: her long and interesting career Olena had prodded their way to have hated Miss Olena.
After the child in bed so she could fill
Miss Olena
remembers with fee Shop here, and a rormer
"Income" is eggs and chickens as a private duty nurse. Fresh that house through
the snow, hailing been
appointed public the stocking herself. Oft times gratitude the outstanding efforts ployee of A. G. Ba'dridge and this
killed for
current from the nursing school at Dyers- I with the cold biting their bodies, health nurse
eating, at
here in 1926 she she "teamed up" with the chil- expended by W. R. Butt, who as A & P Store,
market prices: "expense" is feed burg and fresh in her starched and the Holy
Spirit
giving delved into her duties to admini- dren to leave a gift for a poor, a member of a civic organization
90e for Sulmet and 40c for a lit- uniforms of white, Miss Olena warmth to their mission. In that ster to the physical needs of her haggard mother.
waaiort of "daddy" to the Health SMITH'S ADD D•NING ROOM
tle old galvanized feed tray that was ready to tackle any difficult inadequate household Miss Olena charges, but hers was a philosoOn Christmas
morning, Miss Department. It was through his
commenced yesterday
Work
they empty in five minutes and emergency that might arise in took Charge.. For hours it seemed phy that happy
hearts make Olena, was out of her character efforts that the first City Public
then kick over to get the scraps the duty that called her. It was she scrubbed the walls, the floors, healthy bodies.
as Santa Claus,
even
public Health Department was organiz- morning on making an archway
of
underneath. (Should have saved with DM freshness of spirit too, the bed, the patient.
At Christmastime she was a health nurse, even "Little Doc"; ed in 1919, four years prior to the from the,present quarters
that 40c):
that she answered the call of Dr.
Soon preparations were ready "one-man" Santa Claus in the she was a composite picture of organization of the County health Smith's Cafe to the quarters next
Month
Income
Expense Horace Luten one wintry night for immediate
surgery and it true 'spirit of the Holy Season. the wise man bearing the gifts unit. When Mr. Butt left Fulton, door. When the project is COMa
February
no record
$8.60 to attend a suffering
woman was then that the surgical table For weeks
before
Christmas, to the Christ child, and a com- it was competent and efficient pleted. the Cafe will have
ground-floor private
March
5.86 near Walnut GroVe.
was brought in from its horse- while attending
$2.90
their physical pletely happy woman who , had John Earle who took over the spacious,
April
Gall bladders, doctors, nurses drawn carriage. The lights from needs she " would ask each of fulfilled the dictates of her heart unique position held by Mr. Butt. dining room adjoining its pre16.79
6.10
Wick
sent quarters,
Smith',
May
4.80
4.50 and even the patient will tell you, the automobile in which the doc- "her children" what, above all and was resting among the farn- Then, as nei..v, Mr. Earle
disJude,'sorer,
4.90 know no season, era or time. In tor and nurse had arrived was else, they would like to receive inly she loved .. . resting that is charged his dtities with a person- manager, announced today.
1.65
s.
- the distant
past, as now, when'driven close to the house and for Christmas. She would make a if some un-born wasn't rushing al attitude of the tremendous reTOTAL
$40.65 that iiothersome ailment wants focused in the
Dr. and Mrs. Ward Bushart are
$14.85
window to give mental note of the wish and upon I to be a new porn on Christmas sponsibility placed upon him.
brother, Dr.
out, it wants out and Dr. Luten . sufficient light for which to per- leaving the ,household
In Miss Olena's life there are the guests of her
would morning.
$14.85 from $40.65 leaves $25.80 l and Miss Olena too, were prepar- form the operation. Miss Olena scurry to beg, borrow, or buy
Thomas Callahan and family in
Several days prior to Christmas
Washington.
It may not be con- was stargical assistant, nurse and with her meager salary that one Miss Olena supervised the food(Continue on page seven)
ine for its
(Continued on Page 6)

Women's Division Of Fair
To Offer Cash and Ribbons
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siege! Plant to Move From
LocatinAvr

HUGHES TAKES OVER
AS PHONE MANAGER

11 CENTURIES OF
WORK IS HONORED

Mahe Ifs Soak

LOCAL METHODIST
MINISTER RENAMED

HOMRA SECURES
RODEO FOR FAIR

Illinois

HOLLAND AND WHITNRL SWAP STORIES
WITH OLD FRIENDS AT CENTRE REUNION

Roundhouse
Round-Up

Miss Olena Helped Santa Claus at Christmas Time

MELONS SHO' CHEAP
AT ACCIDENT SCENE
A

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
1. ilium, Kentucky

Post Office Box 485

'
times the size of the City of Fulton.
would
city
some
that
sure
so
We're not

R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING;
Editors and Publishers.

not be glad, delighted indeed, to build a M.tilding, pay off the balance of the lease here, and

A member of the Kentucky Press Association.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau,

say as their coattails leftjhere . . . the hell

Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.
t—

There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous
FRIDAY.i.11'NE 16. 1950

Factory MUST Stay
seem to .realize the

seriousness-ad the situation" a very concerned
,
er he
businessman said to us last week aft
read

the

News

story

of

Siegel

the

Company's expansion plans. We're not so sure
that the urgency of the situation has reached
home even after 'Leo Greengrass, manager of
the garment factory 'told a South

Fulton

Booster Club meeting on Monday that

with Fulton.
The Siegel Company project is a matter
for the Chamber of Commerce- to take up, together with the City Council and any other
civic group. It cannot be done by the same
over-worked few.

Published Every Friday Of The Year.

"People just don't

STRICTLY BySINESS

by MeFeefters

the

The retail merchants of Fulton are the
people who benefit directly from the factory.
Indirectly almost every liminess and profession - benefits. Since there is no extremely
large private capital available here to make
improvements on the building, it remains the
responsibility of those most directly affected
to make the move. A bond issue, a stock subis
scription and other fund, raising activity
suggested.
If the Siegel Company leaves this area,
the present building could be used as a fine
morgue. So wide-spread would be the reputation about the city's attitude toward large and
small industries that the, building could be
used as a warehouse for the refusals to invitations received from prospective industries.
The Siegel factory MUST NOT LEAVE
FLTLTON.
•

right thing to do if you can't win ions.
Yes, politicithis run our Federal
on for tnoae %Wto oeneve that the
an election is to steal it. Ken- government just as they do in the
tucky is loaded with this kind of states, the counties, the cities and
election-worker. Hardly an Aug- the hamlets. But all of us have a
ust or November goes by that considerably higher regard for
there are not rumors, many of the basic law of our land, the
them pretty thoroughly confirm- Constitution, than we have for
ed, of ballot - box stuffing, of the The many thousands of laws on
voting of grave stones and empty the books.
houses, of one irregularity after
The foundation of our nation is
another.
freedom--liberty--the privilege of
The 'lesson is this: When a Fed- certain basic rights: And, those
eral election. is involed, stealing are most zealously
guarded.
ballots is not a very healthy thing When those rights are violated, or
to do.
when someone seeks to abridge
The U. S, government has prov- them, the very foundation of the
ed amply now in Kentuckyin the country is attacked.
Harlan cases which preceded the
well for all to remember-Prichard matter by several years, It is
and again in this ugly affair--that Uncle Sam still js guarding our
fundamental law.
,it does not like dishonest elect- prize

Sermonette Of The Week
40n
clie.404.

••01.fall••••••111.

"I'm not saying this script is lousy—but why does it happen every time 1 read it!"

From The Files:

company would definitely, move from its pre.
sent location.
To brief you on the situation let us -remind you again that the Henry I Siegel Comshe was born in 1854, died last
June 19, 1925:
pany located in a building owned by the FulMiss Davidson, daughter of Mr. Friday morning. Services were
Our good friend, Edwin J. Paxton, pubton Improvement Company, is badly in need
and Mrs. Morgan Davidson, be- held at the home of her daughter,
lisher of the Paducah-Sun Democrat and the
came the bride of Mr. Warren C. Mrs. Boyd McWherter, 807 Vine
of additional floor space and a more modernly
grand ole man of West Kentucky journalism .raham at the beautiful country Street.
equipped building. About a year ago officials
home of the brides' parents la,st
wrote a column the other day that answers a
of the garment factory explained the situation
Wednesday evening. Following a June 20, 1930:"
lot of questions that have been uppermost in
Chicago, the
trip to
wedding
to the building owners and told them that they
Last week Leighman Drysdale
County's
couple will make their home in was picked as Fulton
most of our minds for a long time. We reprint
desperately needed another wing to the buildthe apartment of Mr. and Mrs. "Master Farmer" by a farm buhope
Mr.
Ed.
doesn't
mind.
it
herewith
and
ing. John Melton, president of the company
Jim Stone on Second Street.
reau committee
composed of
By EDWIN J. PAXTON,
said that additional ground was purchased
Enoch Browder, Ed Williamson,
State _Senator E. M. Taylor, Judge McMurray and Joe Davis.
Publisher, The Paducah-Sun
presented by which the money
and plans
born at Dukedom in 18471ind a
men
thing
commend
in
all
to
the
One
that
we
addition
to
finance
the
could be raised
native of Zillion for most of his
The American Legion Auxilipnd women who work is loyalty to their embuilding. The plan landed on disinterested
life died June 15 at his home on ary, meeting at the home of Mrs.
the corner of Washington and Moore Joynes in
Highlands,
ployer.
ears and the company struggled on in its pre-State Line streets.
elected the following: Mrs. Bunn
Kennights
ago
an
employe
of
the
A
few
quarters.
cramped
sent
Copeland, president: Mrs. Ramtucky Utilities demonstrated his faith and
During the recent shut-down the new
Mrs. G. H. Dickey, librarian of sey, Mrs. Sam
Winston, vicethe Fulton public library, stated presidents; Mrs. Earl Taylor, Secconfidence and loyalty to his company by callwing would have saved local merchants hundborrowers last Tress; Mrs. Homer Furlong, histhere- were 980
comment good
ing us on the telephone to
reds of dollars in lost business. If the added
were new torian and Mrs. Pete
year, 142 of whom
Roberts,
naturedly—on an editorial on the low price
facilities had been available, shirts could have
readers. 7,375 books were loaned, sergeant-at-arms.
ell told.
that TVA can and does sell power for.
manufactured, instead of the pants,
been
a
Saturday atfernoon, before
- "The TVA," he said, "pays no taxes. Is
which are new being made, thus keeping the
Judge H. F. Taylor, -Fulton po- large crowd a granite memorial
many
who
asked.
And
there
are
that fair?" he
factory operating at near capacity.
lice judge for the past 15 years, marker indictating the Jefferson
has announced for re-election. In Davis highWay was unveiled on
say the TVA pays no taxes because they do
As of Tuesday, no real plan of action had
support, Judge the Tennessee-Kentucky' line of
his appeal for
not know how TVA operates.
been made public by any Fulton, Ky., organiTaylor states that "I 'hope thaat the new highway to
Memphis.
TVA
county
where
th
e
Ask
any
city
or
the
factory
expansion.
assist
with
zation to
the ladies, who now have the Gen. Rice A. Pierce of Union
privilege of voting, will favor me City, a Confederate officer, deoperates if it pays taxes and the answer will
On the other hand, the South Fulton Booster
with their sapp)gt."
livered the tribute.
be yes, as much local taxes as the private
Club, heard about the situation and is workcompanies do, or did.
ing hand in glove with the company to assist
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Burkeimer
Miss Geraldine Thonipson of
And that is a fundamental principle of TVA.
have returned to their home on Fulton and Mr. William A. Mcin whatever way they can. And Fulton, Ky.,
Commercial avenue after a 2000 Mahon of New York were marIt pays the same local taxes that the private
is the home of the plant.
mile auto trip is their new Ford ried June 8 in Chicago.
did that it succeeds.
Sadly we must admit here that there are
coupe.
1950,
the
TVA
will
pay
Far this year,
a digustingly few Fulton businessmen who
Walter
Goulder of the Boaz
B. J. Williams? the enterprising Chapel community died Monday
around $6,000,000 to states, cities and counties
are starting the talk that the company should
trarsfer man, has added another at his home.
in which it operates.
build their own plant. They ask for the moon,
truck to his fleet 'of autos.
this!—this
is
$2,800,000
more
And—get
etc., they are saying.
Miss Sammie Kathleen Holt
Mrs. A. J. Turney of Crutch- and Mr. Frank Gilbert Mallary
than former property taxes on all of the reThe Siegel Company is NOT asking for
field was a visitor in Fulton Tues-• were married by Rev. C. H. Warservoir lands and all privately. owned power
any concessio9s. They are NOT asking for
day and reports that Dr. Turney ren at the bride's home on Jefferthe
distributproperties
acquired
by
TVA
and
pay
their
liberties.
They
will
any tax-free
is improving from his lingering son street Sunday morning. They
illness.
will reside in Mayfield.
ing agencies.
own way, make their own interior arrange•
ments, such as wiring, for the operations. In
The drouth was broken by a
The M. D. Lewis talking picThis statement was made this week by
deference to the city in which they have been
torrential rain, just as thousands ture show was at Dukedom Wedof tobacco
plants and
potato nesday and Thursday nights; the
George F. Grant, TVA general manager:
located they made their plans known, just as
plants had been set out.
Out pictures were splendid.
"TVA payments in lieu of taxes under the
any tenant would confer with their land-lord.
at Palestine Ed Browder has a
TVA act to seven states and 135 counties will
There's bitter talk going around town that
beautfiul field of tobacco
and
Collier, youngster of Mrs. LotLeslie Nugent has harvested his tie Cantrell of Austin
total $2,470,692, an increase of $420,255 over
Springs,
the same thing is happening today among the
which,
wheat crop,
averaged was kicked by a horse last week
similar payments for the fiscal year 1949," Mr.
'same people, that occurred when the Illinois
about 30 bushels to the acre . . . and was ill several hours from the
Grant said. He explained that "the sizeable inCentral Company had their shops here. Some
Morgan Davidson has planted 25 blow.
resulted
from
year's
payments
acres in cotton, 20 in tobacco and
crease over last
folks took the high and mighty attitude about
125
in corn.
The college boys think they can
increased power revenues.
that company's requests and as a result the
get on a highway and go any"Payments have been made monthly durshops left the city, would we be presumptious
Mrs. Martha Jane Atkins, a na- where: "hitch-hiking," they call
tive of Weakley County, where it.
•
ing the fiscal year to date on the basis of a
to say .... high and dry.
preliminary schedule, and adjustment will be
South Fulton, at present is acting as a
bulwark of activity to keep the factory here.
made where necessary in the checks for the
Dick Oberlin:
months of May and June so that the sum of
The Siegel Company does not want to leave
for the simple reason that other factories
the 12 payments during the fiscal year will
should be interested in this city ... it is easily
equal the'amount finally determined to be
•accessible to all shipping points of the Nation.
payable to each of the states and counties.
Yet, what do we do about it.
"In addition to the direct TVA payments,
Not only Bourbon County, Ken- was convicted of stuffing ballotThis newspaper is constantly bringing beit is 'estimated that municipal and cooperative
tucky, and the Bluegrass section boxes in the Bourbon County elefore the people of Fulton its many advantages,
distributors of TVA power will pay state and
but the whole state and for that ctions in 1948. He lost his appeal
matter, the nation, have been int- to the U. S. Court of Appeals in
its needs, its opportunities. We've done so at
local taxes and .make payments in lieu of taxerested in the amazing case of Ed- Cincinnati.
the risk of getting a reputation, in some obes amounting to approximately $3,500,000 for
ward Fretwell Prichard, junior.
So he went further
to the
scure circles, that
we're not satisfied with
the 1950 fiscal year.
black-haired, pau- Supreme Court. But, while he
He is the
Things as they are, and if so why did we come
nchy fellow who is known as was in Washington and in Cam"Nearly half the total TVA payments
"Sonny" in his home-town of bridge, he happened to be associ.hersfor the current fiscal year will be distributed
Paris, was described as brilliant ated with Chief Justice Fred VinWell, for the benefit of the peanut gallery,
among 135 counties, the remainder going to
when he attended Harvard Law son and Justice Felix Frankfurt- no enthusiastic human being who has the inthe state governments in the Tennessee Valley
School, then acquired the tag of er. Justice Stanley Reed hails
"Wonder-Boy of the New Dear/ from
Kentucky. And, Justice
region."
terest of his community at heart is ever satiswhen he went to Washington to, Tom Clark was a leading Demo-fied With things as they are. That want to
And in every county in which TVA has ...among other things, serve; as at,
cratic leader before he moved up
Lgtdtv.. They Atrant-to- get—things -done-so- they - -operation,--it -doe-3--tre---zaffie tHing.--t? Patorney for the democratic Nation- to the high tribunal.
•
Committee.
al
These four men, without officiducah ever takes over the KU, and uses TVA
can brag. They want the rest of the world to
This same "Sonny" Prichard al reason, disqualified themselves
point with pride to their
accomplishments.
power, it will have to pay the city and county
returned to Kentucky a few years from ruling on the case and thus,
the same taxes KU does now.
When you get completely satisfied with yourago. He opened a law office in in effect, allowed the court to upFrankfort. That did not pan out. hold the Appellate decision.
We don't think that our critic knew this.
self and your surroundings you're a menace
So he moved to Lexington, mar"Sonny" now is trying another
We doubt if many other critics do.
to humanity.
ried the daughter of a prominent avenue of escape. He has petitionFcr the record let us remind you, that
Fayette County family, and set ed the Appellate court at Cincinnup shop there. In those days, ati to withhold executioi.of his
thousands of ,
We are not socialist. We do not believe in
there are hundreds, maybe
"Sonny's" friends were saying his sentence until he can ask the Sugovernment ownership, however, we believe,
Southern
communities who will bend over
future'was bright.
preme Court to reconsider his
things
backwards to get a company like the Henry
and we know that there are some
Well; maybe they were right at case. But chances are this won't
the time---but now, to all intents be allowed, and "Sonny" PrichSiegel Garment Company. Their payroll,
ONLY the federal government can do. For
and purposes the heavy iron ard will have to take his medicwhict: is in the vicinity of $100,001) a month,
ages it has had control of the rivers, and it cost
doors of Federal prison have ine, bitter though it may be.
-would be jumped at by cities twice, even five
plenty.
clanged shut behind Prichard. He
There should be one grim less-

Tevutiot9 Bach The elach

Paxton Tells TVA Facts

6.t 6‘44 Shed

is so much better than she was.
By Joseph Breig
Everybody on the street talks
I know a husband and wife
who,-I think, will stand in a shin- about Sally's wonderful improve'ing light before all the hosts of ment. Sally, in fact, is the cement
heaven and earth on that day that holds our street together.
when we shall give our final acc- Everybody marvels at the harountings.
mony in our neighborhood. There
They have one child;. and the, are no quarrels, no feuds, no cool- .
poor child is crippled. She came nessses. Thece is no gossip, no
into the world 'twisted of arm, backbiting. Our street is a little
twisted of leg, twisted of lace', heaven on earth.
puny of body.
And I think that Sally is mainIt is easy to love a normal and ly responsible. How can anybody
healthy baby. But to love one rob- be quarrelsome, how can anybody
bed of beauty by illness or accid- be petty, how can anybody be
ent calls for some nobility of heart nasty, with this inspiring drama
and soul. And to love such a child unfolding before his eyes?
self-sacrificially, day after day, Sally's parents have set us an,
night after night, year after year! example of patience and love and
To me, it seems to call for the long - suffering and self-sacrifice.
grace of God in great abundance. We look at Sally, and then at our
It seems to call for holiness.
ovvri sturdy youngsters, and we
Sally is five years old now, and fell like bowing to the ground and
many operations, and much medi- asking why everything is made so
cal and surgical treatment are be-, easy fur us while the call for Irrhind her. She is beginning to oism goes out to her parents. We
walk, holding to her father's or can only conclude that it is bemother's hand --- or to both.
cause they are heroes.
Her poor little legs are pitifully
Sally is God's greatest gift to
thin . Her feet still turn inward, our neighborhood. We all love
getting in each other's way. The her with a great love; and will
bones of her wrists call for cor- give a better account of our sterection -- as do her eyes. But she wardship because of her.
_
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visited awhile with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark

Mr .and Mrs. 0. 12. Cook visitMisses Sue, Shelby and Vired Mr. and Mrs. Toni Howell and ginia
Clark visited Miss Aline
Mri and Mri. Herbert Howell
Wilkerson Suneny afternoon.
awhile Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Carpenter
Sunday guests ot Mr. and Mrs.
of Jacksonville, Fla., pre visiting
Cook were: Mt. and Mrs.
Mrs. Carpenter's : mother, Mrs. 0. D.
0. D. Cook, Jr., Mr. anel Mrs. Joe
Jimmy Gardner.
1
Mr. and Mrs. ,%e Sellars
Dale Flatts, son of Mrs. Jimmy Cook,
Miss Aline WilkerWednesday and children.
Gardner, is leaving
son and Sue, Shelby and Virtmia
for Florida on a vacation.
Clark.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
N. F. Wilkerson were: Mr. and
David Clark, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson, Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark, spent Sunday
Mrs. Harvey Watts and Mr .and with his friend, Dale Platt.
Mrs. Morris Gardner.
Harold Wayne Cook, son of Mr. There are two new love bugs
1. I wonder
and Mrs. 0. D. Cook, was brought on Fulton, Route
home Sunday from the hospital. who they are.
We wish him a speedy recovery.
Misses Sue, Bettie, Mary,
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Shelby and Virginia Clark visited
Tom Howell and Mr. and Mrs. Mr. William Dillon Sunday evenHerbert Howell
were: Webb ing.
Walker and his mother, Misses
Sue, Shelby and Virginia Clark.
HOMEMAKERS TO- MEET
Miss Shelby Clark- visited Mr.
and Mrs. Junior
Cruce awhile
The Victory Homemakers will
Saturday.
meet on Tuesday, June 20 at 10
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce a. m. with Mrs. E. L Cook.
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For hospitality..
hamburgers and Coke,
friendly go-togethers
so easy to serve

a

Neitliot's Oltideitaalicoa

Hospitality Fair
at your food store
JUNE 1 to JULY 5
6 Bottle Carton 25
Plus Deposit

fl-ne,Iner,

sOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COAPANY
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their daughter, Arthur Lene.
Mr. H. A. Sisk of
Mr .and
Taylor
Joyce
Wyandotte, Mph., are visiting in
her
Dahlia Rea Sanders visited
this vicinity at this time.
grandmother, Mrs. Addle Casey,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace BurnMae
Lila
cousin,
her aunt and
ham and family were the Sunday
Crawford
Margaret
Casey and
guests of Mr .and Mrs. N. B.
last week.
Casey.
Mrs. Ruth Weems returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore
Raymond, Miss.,
her heme in
Mr. and Mrs. Jim
called on
Monday after a two weeks visit Raines awhile Sunday.
with relatives and friends here.
Sue
Joyce Taylor and Betty
Mr. and Mi.0. F. Taylor, Miss Casey were supper guests
of
Allie Rowland and -her dad, W. Arthur Lene Hicks Sunday night.
Alice
L. Rowland visited Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rowland
Rogers and her mother Sunday and Kenneth drove to PaducaN
afternoon. Other visitors in the , Sunday to visit their son, Ernest,
home were: Mr. and Mrs. Floyd who is working there .
Jackson
Simpson, Mrs. Hallie
Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F.
and Josephine of Rives.
Mr.
Marion and Joyce visited
Yates and Mrs. Jaines E1legood and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
were the Sunday guests of Mr. boys IVednesday night.
and Mrs. Zell Singleton.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House and
Route Three Chats
Mrs. Ruth Weems called on Mr.
Mrs. Jack Foster
and Mrs. J. J. McNutt Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Jones and
night awhile.
Marion Taylor, James Earl Jimmy, Mr. and Mrs. Oria Foster,
and
Moore and Jimmie Allen Lowry Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster
fished in Kentucky Lake Wed- Lanetta enjoyed a fish supper at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Pete
nesday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks visit- Foster Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Elno Foster and
ed Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
awhile Sunday afternoon. Other boys spent the weekend in Fulvisitors were: Mr. and Mrs. Nor- ton with Mr .and Mrs. Ed Hollis.
and
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann
man Crittendon and Susan Lynn.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. David visited Mrs. Jack Foster
Mrs. Saturday afternoon.
and Mrs. Boaz House and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
Gardner were: Mr. and Mrs. Clon
Lanetta, Mr. and Mrs. Pete FosHouse and Mrs. Ruth Weems.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and ter and Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Jones
girls had as their guests Sun- spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
day: his dad and mother, Mr. and Marion Jones.
Mrs. Parrom Owen ,Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Tommy Johnson is spendWayne Work and Rita.
ing the week with Mrs. Jack FosMrs. 0. F. Taylor and Joyce ter.
visited Mrs. Addie and Lila Mae
Lanetta Jean Foster spent SatCasey and Dahlia Rea Sanders urday afternoon with Mrs. Hu•
Thursday afternoon.
bert Butler.
Mesdames Tennie House and • Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Lowery were
Ruth Weems visited their sister, in Fulton shopping Friday.
Mrs. Tye Finley one day last
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann's sonweek.
in-law of Detroit was killed by
Joyce* Taylor and Jane Owen a car and will be brought to her
attended a birthday party Satur- home Wednesday.
day given at the home of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Yates
Mr.
Mrs. A. T. Hicks
in honor of spent Saturday night with
_
-
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THE DIFFERENCE

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

CUS611014110

ET
s will
at 10

See Us Before You Buy
OUR PRICE IS RIGHT
We are authorized agents for the

TRYCO CROP SPRAYER
All Kinds of Spray Chemicals
hare
We
Our prices are right!
SOYBEANS: McCoupin, 5400, Ogden, Arksoys, Black Tarheel
and Virginia Browns.

PEA SEED FOR STOCK
and Crowder Peas
HYBRID SEED CORN: Edward J. Funk and Sons, Funk's G
and Broadbent hybrids.
FHE EZEE-FLOW LIME & FERTILIZER SPREADER is the
best we ever have seen. It is GUARANTEED to spread ANY
kind, ANY amount, in ANY condition. Phone 651 for A FREE
DEMONSTRATION ON YOUR FARM, NOW!
Authorized dealers for

We Sell

SURGE MILKERS

Installed and in operation
in three hours.

HANNA'S PAINTS
See us for your farm and
home needs. Good stocks.

Our Specialty:
1WE CLEAN ALL TYPES of FIELD SEED1
All Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
including

SEMI - SOLID "E"
Emulsion for chickens
KAFF-A
For starting and growing calves
EMULSION
SOLID
SEMI For growing and finishing pigs

v/-

Fulton Route Four

West State Line

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We

can

sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

SONS
A. C. BUTTS &
--- Seeds
Groceries --- Feeds
Phones 602 -- 603

• MARTI -SENOUR

••••11

FLOOR AND PORCH

AMEL

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

BROWD

1

CORN - BEANS - GRASSES - FERTILIZER
Mary,
isited
even

right.sick last few days.
Friday, June 16, 1950 — The Fulton News — Page 3
011ie Walker expects her
Mn.
family, Mr. and
daughter a.Id
Mrs. pleasat„ t Rudolph, Jerrald and attended church at the Misof Florida to ar- sion in the afternoon.
and Avonda
Joyce Crime
Mrs. Edgar Grissom has been
visit.
rive the 20th fos
Jess Cloys is in the Haws Hoson the sick list the first of the
'
Mrs. Grace Garde,. rvisited Mr'
pital at Fulton suffering from a
Monday week but is better at this writand Mrs. W. L. BIM
heart attack Saturday at
hie
ing.
morning.
home.
-oving
Mrs. Carlene Stokes and chilMrs. Lillie Bostick is Imp.
Sunday night guests of
Mr.
slowly and expects to come Isi..me dren, Susan and Ladche and Mrs. and Mrs. Vance
Hicks were.: Mr.
this week. Since leaving the here -1 C. B. Caldwell are spending a ten and Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Mr.
and
pital she has been at the howie.a 0.:ly vacation in Jackson, Miss.
Mrs. J. P. Sutton, Mr. and Mrs
her daughter, Mrs. Roy Howell.
r. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom Junior Croce, Mr. and
Mrs. Earl
Last Saturday a shower -seas were u-upper guests of'Mr. and Wayne
Hutchison, Mr. and Mrs
School
given at the Beelerton
veoce Hicks and children. Les Croce.
honoring Mr. and Mrs. Davis Dix- Aar. and aas. Grissom and Edna
on, newly-weds.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Crave enHicks attende,d church at Cayce
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mack Davis later in the eve,ning.
joyed a fish supper at Mr. and
to
and son, Larry, have- gone
Dickey -Collier epent Thursday Mrs. 0. G. Clark's Saturday
California to visit his sister and night and Friday with
Carl night and then visited awhile
brother and families. Joe Mack Wayne and
Gordon with Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Giffin
Charles
•was a graduate in Industrial Arts Wade on West State Lide.
and Glenn.
at Murray College this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore and
Mrs. Earl W. Hutchison spent
It has been decided to move grandson, Kenneth Moore- RoberMrs. Lillie Bostick to the Fulton son and Mrs. Nora Sterling -at- Tuesday with her mother, Mrs.
Hospital instead of to her home. tended church in Fulton Sunday Les Cruee_
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Little and
afternoon.
Beard of near sten, William, spent Sunday with
Mrs. - Leroy
Crutchfield spent Monday with Mr. [Attic's sister and hrother-inMrs. Georgeher parents, Mr. and Mks. John daw, Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Worlds.
There was one of the largest Verhine and Janet.
Mr_ and Mrs. Les Croce spent.
Willis Hicks toured the cowsattendance at the State Line Misand try Sunday on his bicycle. He Saturdaynight with Mr. Astui Mrs.
sion on Saturday evening
Luther Pasagell
afternoon. Rev. Earl said he rode it 27 miles.
Sunday
Baird of Union City the pastor
preached Sunday afternoon. Rev.
Texas
Calloway of
Dalton
preached Sunday afternooniRev.
and Mrs. Calloway and family
were visiting in Cayce over the
weekend and several years ago
he was pastor of the Assembly of
God Church at Cayce. They are
well known in Cayce, Fulton and
Union City.
Sunday visitors in the home
lof Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Heavy duty enamel for application to
1were: Rev. and Mrs.-Earl Baird
exposed outdoor or indoor surfaces.
of Union City, Mr. and Mrs. Bud
Retains high gloss, stands heavy
Nancy,
Fulcher and children,
traffic. Excellent coverage proves great
Jean and Julian Lee, Mrs. Julius
intereconomy in this practical, long wearIf you're interested in furs, that's an ermine wrap. If you're
•
Fulcher and Myrtle, all of Clinested in jewelry, that's a diamond necklace, bracelet and tiara. But ton. All attended church at thel ing high lustre finish. Dries quickly.
Deep
and
colors
lighter
tones.
if you're interested in the gal, and who ain't, she's Adele Jergens Mission in the afternoon.
who has a featured role in Samuel Goldwyn's "Edge of Doom," as
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce, Mr.1
LKO Radio Release which co-stars Farley Granger, Dena Andsews and Mrs. Junior Cruce and Mr.
and Mrs. Earl N. Hutchison
and Joan Evans.
spent awhile Sunday
evening
'Texas for the past four years has with Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks
and Mrs. Jess Warren.
Willis.
PERFECT FOR
Mr. and Mrs. Cloy Yates spent , been returned to Amarilla, Texas and
Mrs. Hillman Collier and chilSunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest ; as District Superintendent, the
ALL FLOORS
Mr.
C.
dren,
Mrs.
and
J.
Bowers
Morgan.
'place he held for five years be- and Mr. and Mrs. John Bowers
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor fore going to Abilene.
spent Sunday at Kentucky Lake.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Nal Hohman
Clitis Taylor.
spent Sunday With Mr. and Mrs. and children, Charles and Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Burnel Lowery Melvin Stephens.
Elizabeth were the guests of Mr.
church at Old Bethel
; attended
Fulton.
Sunday
Mrs. Leon Wright has been and Mrs. Vance Hicks
207 Church Street
Sunday.
and
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum
boys sgent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Burnel Lowery.
Mr And Mrs. Check Bennett
1 and children, Mr. and Mrs. Croff
I and Marshall Lowery had dinner
with Mr .and Mrs. Elzo Lowery
Sunday.
Mrs.
.Mrs. Jack Foster lind
1 Pete Foster attended the singing
1 at Dukedom Sunday night.

Stop, Look and Whistle

Mississippi Plantation Life:

The Writings Of
Mattie Dear
Revelation 22 chapter and the
first verse says: the new city and
he shested rte a'pure river of stater of Life clear as a crystal proceeding out of the throne of God
and of the Lamb.
So thankful to God that I am
able to write another article in
Miss Johanna's paper. I am bless
in good health and my way seems
clear and that is wonderful to
say.
We had good service at church
Sunday. My pastor's text was
sixth chapter of Proverbs nine"Seven
Subject:
teen verse.
you
things God hates." Don't
know he sure did explain them
seven things and all of it was
true. I sure do like good preaching "When tbe preacher knows
I how. I am doing an well an old
widow can expect.
I has a nice crop and my garde
doing fine. Mr. and Mrs.
P. W. Smith is yet at Alligator.
Two fine white people I never
will forget them. They was so
good to me
throughout Hun's
done all they
sickness. They
could helping me and I never
will forget them.
So many mean things happening. It is best to take the Lord
for guide. He is the only one can
help you. I was reading in
the
Press Scimitar paper and read
what a man done to his wife. It
sure was a shame.
I sure would like to see Miss
Johanna. She was so nice to me
when she was in Mississippi. She
hope me out so much. I never
forget her. Everything around
about Alligator is looking very
promising but meanness is going
on here too so pray for peace.
Here is another poem. Subject:
Life,
D6 not expect a host of friends,
At times you will be alone;
If you journey on Life's pathway,
You're sure to -face the rain and
storm.

HOG FEEDERS:
If you have plenty of corn, feed your hogs

BROWDER'S 40% SUPPLEMENT
(pellets or mash): FATTEN THEM UP NOW FOR MARKET
AHEAD OF THE SPRING PIG CROP
• • • •
If your corn is limited, feed your hogs Browder's

18% ECONOMY HOG FEED
(pellets or mash), with d limited amount of
corn - - - for best results.
• • •
For your Pigs and Sows, feed Browder's

16i% PIG AND SOW FEED
(Available in either pellets or mash)
• • • •
WE DELIVER

BROWDER MILLING Ca.cPil
TELEPHONE 900

WESLEY NEWS
Mrs. Govie Wright
Wesley Church welcomes back
their
pastor of the past five
years, Rev. McMinn.
Friends of Rev. Earl G. Hamlett who has been pastor of St.
Paul Methodist Church Abilene,

BROWDER

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

•

•

•
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•

Bro. Mischke Remmicees at Rotary Club

• Bill Doyle in Union City Sunday.
.
•
'
"
Inn
Miss MargiRet Bynum is hullim:_:
Lit:le Leslie La,,:1,1
.
_
increased rates for local exchange telephone service in the S:at,
severe bling around on a very lame f.w,,
rathcr
a
after
()lint,
oi
pastor of went into the house, they acted4
Mischke,
Walter
of Kentucky to become effective on and after Juiy .6, 1950, and inthe results- of a sprain thi:.
-tales
tales at six and one half pounds.
e of .tor,,ilits this past(week
and 1 ,._.., cunt...ern
creased rates for intra-state message toll service to become effective Broadway Methodist church, did normally
; week.
*.is
mumps.
is their first born and
i
He
of
victim
a
now
but
is
it.
about
nOthing
Public
Kentucky
Servfiled
with the
Jul) 6, 1950,-which rates were
some delightful reminiscing • of . itley knewHoward. tAbl‘r.
I
we-nt to bed early, still fret- , been Anted William
ice Commission on June 12, 1950, under the -provisions of the Ken- his boyhood days at a recent Eomy conscience worrying me. Mother and son are doing nicely
Alicia, .ttt Mv. arid Mrs. Prompt Print Service: Call 470
tucky4statutes, are as follows:
tary meeting that had all of his ting,
nodding , I .slept Mite and was up early. at Haws Hospital.
listeners smiling and
,
Fulton:
; with that broken window on my
Tommie Tucker suffered an atknowingly.
Mother sent me to town
Taking for his theme Wordg- mind.
Local Service,. Monthly Rate
morn- tack of appendicitis and was carthat
early
errand
some
on
worth's "The child is father of
For Classes of Service Offered Under Applicable Tariffs
ried to the Haws Hospital to
ing and I had to pass the house.
the man," he told how some ex• 'As I did so, the banker was treatment.
patthe
set
his
of
periences
youth
Residence
Businest
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cunningcoming out. I quickly crossed the
* Custom made t oyour size
Individual Line
$3.50 tern and rules'many of the ac- street and tbld him what I had ham of Paducah spent the week$7.25
Individual Line
sughe
And
manhood.
his
of
tions
3.op tested that all adults find that done and how sorry I was for it. end with parents in Clinton and ;
6.50
2-Party Line
* PERMANENT; won't rust,
2-Party Line
won't corrode.
4-Party Line
2.7%
visited their
4-Party Line
5.75
; He smiled the most winning and Dresden and also
that is true in their own lives.
Rural Line
2.50knowing smile I ever saw and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed ;
Rural Line
3.50
• For any home or business
first day at
He told of his
Frields here Sunday afternoon. ;
said,
installation; w i n d,o x s
school. It was raining hard when
SEMI-Pl'BLIC TELEPHONE SERVICE
Mrs. Loy Abernathy isn't quite •
"'Walter, I 'knew you did it.
doors, porches, etc.
- the time came for him to start
did it. Your so well at this writing. She has
Your
you
Dad
knew
but his Mother, like all devoted
• ANY COLOR desired.
Daily Guarantee of Revenue Mothers, had anticipated it. She Mother knew you did it. We were been a victim of high blood pres&t Exchanges Having a Monthly
sure
and
complications
YOU
these
what
to
see
waiting
past
just
of:
Business Individual Line Flat)Rate
From Local Messages
had a new raincoat for him, and
would do about it.' " The lesson several months that has kept hez
rubbers, and dressed him in them.
For Prompt Service Phone 502
taught the minister, he said, that abed a portion of time.
Then she handed him an 'umbre$15.50 or more
38-%
Mrs. T. T. Harris of Milan, for.
powas
best
honesty
indeed
the
lla with the admonition, "Be sure
25c
810.75 or more but less than $15.50
hey, as he of course always knew liter resident of this community,
to hold the umbrella against the
20c
8.75 or more but less than 10,75
underwent surgery at Haws Hosit was:'
wind, son.'
8.75
8.00 or more but less than
Fulton, Ky.
Olive Street
pital 'this past Tuesday. She is
No lads and few men like to
6.00
7.50 or more but less than
resting
more comfortably at this
closed his talk
Mr. Mischke
carry an umbrella. But he todk it
7.50
18c
7.25 or more but less than
with a little story on the power
and carried it as his Mother sug7.25
17c
6.25 or more but less than_
of prayer that amused his audigested, "Against the wind." But,
less than 6.25
I6c
ence, as his other yarns did: His
as soon as he turned a corner
father was called to Owensboro ;
and shut off the view from home,
AUXILIARY LINES, MONTHLY RATE
on a short trip and when he re- ;
umbrella on
he put the
his
turned he brought his son five
shoulder, 'As you carrry a gun,"
agates. Being an agate fancier,
Inward Service Only, at E.)cchanges Where This
- •
he said.
•
they were a wonderful gift.
•
Service is Offered, Each Line .
2-3 Business Individual
AT
The
And then it happened.
Almost immediately, Mr. Mishit
that
wind
umbrella,
turned
it
Line flat rate
chke said, he lost the best looking
!wrong side out and wrecked it.
of the marbles, and was heart;When he got to school, he had to
TOLL TERMINALS, MONTHLY RATE
broken. He went home and on out
take the taunts of the children as
onto the back poreh where he
At Exchanges Where This Service is Offered,
good naturedly as possible:.
prayed earnestly to God that He
3-,5 Business Individual
Each
"Since then." he told the Ro- help
him find the marble. •
2nd and CARR STREETS
Line Flat Rate
tarians, "I always carry my um"Artince I sair that agate,"'he
brella against the wind."
The said. "It was lying out in public
;principle applies in rain-and in view on a prominent
PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE STATIONS
street, and
'life.
; decided to run to get it at once.
Monthly Rate
Flat Rate
But, I prayed again, "9, Lord,
Like all boys, Mr. Mischke used please don't let
any one else get
ouisville
to race through the house, des- it before
I do."
$1.50
Business
pite reper.ted warnings from his
We agree with the good minis1.00
Residence
Mother. Cite day, he said, school ter, the child is father
to the man.
Other Exchanges in the State
was dismissed for some extra oc-Paducah-Sun.
1.40
Business
casion and when he was out, he
Residence
.90
started on a run Joy. home.
AUSTIN SPRINGS'
Monthly Rate
Message Rate
lie rushed into the house and
back to the kitchen to find his
Mrs. Carey Frields
e4141e
EliK9
Mother. She had just mopped the
7tieiVid
Louisville
Born to Mr .and Mrs. Bill Cankitchen floor, and like some high$1.25
Business
trell
a
young
lad
who
tips
the:
ways, rhat floor was "slippery
1.00
Hotel and Apartment House
when wet.'. Walter fell, and :slid.
Residence
1.00
He slid into his mother and carOther Exchanges in the State
ried her through the door, out
onto the porch, ay- ;I down the
Business
$1.15
back steps onto the lawn._
Hotel and Apartment House
_
"Mother weighed 200 pounds,"
Residence
Mr. Mischke told the Rotarians,
"and she fell on me and there I
PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE TRUNKS
lay underneath. The lesson was
impressive. I %ever again raced
through the house."
Irtink Lines, each per month:

METAL

AWNINGS

Ir
less
pros
PIY I
lion
civil
exct
sion
Sect
tent
fast
tion
way

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

GOSPEL MEETING
CHURCH of CHRIST

A. DOUTHITT, EVANGELIST
J. B COX, SONG DIRECTOR
JUNE 18 to 27, 1950
SERVICES,3 P. M, AND 8 P. M,
aim/

Some of us know, most of us, in
Flat Rate:
fact, that honesty is the best poBotli-way
I-% Ind. Line Flat Rate licy. Mr. Mischke told how he
confirmed
Inward
Indiindual Line Flat Rate had that philosophy
Message Rate, in exchanges having a message rate schedule: for him. He said he was playing
in the streets of the town of Hart(Louisville, Owensboro, Paducah and Frankfort)
ford, Ky., where he lived in his
First Trunk
Individual Line Message Rate youth,
after a heavy rain.
Additional, without message
The gutters were running full
allowance, each per month .... % Ind. Line Message Rate ! of water, and some
of his playMessages in excess of allowance
mates got into a mud-ball battle.
On first trunk line
Individual Line Excess One youth hit him in the face
Message Rate
with a mud pellet and he deterMessage Rate in Conpection with Hotel and Apartment House mined to get even.
Service in Exchanges Not Having a Message Rate Schedule:
He said he mixed a little gravel
and maybe a few rocks in his ball,
First both-way trunk, including an
and sought an opportunity to hit
allowance of 85 local messages,
per month
$6.00 the lad who had struck him. But,
when he threw his ball, the boy
Additional Trunk without Message
dodged and the mud-ball went
allowance, each
' 3.00
right through a large window of
Message in excess of allowance on
the home of the local banker.
first trunk
.03
"I called the boys playing with
me together and pledged them
INDIVIDUAL LINE MESSAGE RATE SERVICE
not to say a word about who
threw that ball," Mr. Mischke
Charge Per
I said, "and went on home with
Menthiy
Message
Message in Excess the thing weighing heavy on my
mind. I wondered if Dad had
Rate
Allowance
of Allowance
heard it, or Mother, but when I
-Louisville
$8.50
70
$.04
Owensboro and Paducah 6.50
85
.03
Frankfort
6.00
85
.03
CLASS A SERVICE STATIONS
Flat rate service is,furnished at a rate for each station of one-sixth of
the rate applicable for individual line business flat rate service within the base rate area, the minimum rate per line being the rate for
individual line business flat rate service, within the base rate area.
If there are less than six stations connected to one line, the rate for
each station is the rate for six stations divided by the number of
stations connected to the line.

DELICIOUS! FRESH!!

CLASS C SERVICE STATIONS
Flat rate service is furnished at a rate for each both-way trunk line
of twice the individual line business flat rate applicable within the
base rate area. Trunk lines to be used for one-way inward service
from the Telephone Company's central office are not furnished.

Initial period rates for station to station, day, night and Sunday toll
message rates will be increased only five cents ($.05) on calls within
88 miles, and beyond 88 miles the rate will te increased five cents
($.05) to fifteen cents ($.15); the majority of the increases being five
cents ($.05) and ten cents *($.10).
You're whole family will like
Initial period rates for person to person, day, night and Sunday tell •mr delicious coffee cakes,
ills, dinner rolls and specialmessage rates will be Increassd five cents ($.05) on calls w.tnin 50
miles and beyond 58 miles the-fate will be iriereased,:rbill-44 cents - .y pastries because they are
FRESH the day you buy them.
($.05) to twenty-five cents ($.25).
lTake home a sackful .... toThe overtime rate perminute for some station to station calls will
night!
be increased by five cents ($.05). On some person to person calls an
increase of five cents ($.05) and ten cents ($.10) will be made; the
majority of the increases being five cents ($.05).

UNDERWOOD

C. J. YATES,
Kentucky Manager.

Present rates, based on costs of two years ago, are not
sufficient for good and improving service under
the much higher costs of today
Southern Bell's rates in Kentucky arebased on the
costs of providing telephone service up to March 31,
1948. Since then our COMB have increased substantially
-cost increases that were not considered in setting
today's rates.

Our Costs Haxe Risen Sharply
Since 1948-tate Increase
Southern Bell's wage costs in Kentucky went up
$926,000 annually as a result of a general wage increase in February 1949.
Employee pension costs went up in November 1949.
Social Security rates went up in January 1950. Depreciation expense went up in January 1949. The Kentucky income tax went up in January 1950. Wage carts
are going up further as a resnh of • shortening of
nage schedules in May 1950.
From 1939 through 1949, wage increases added
$6,900,000 annually to our wage costa in Kentucky.
The annual revenue from rate increases since 1939
is failing to cover this one item alone-failing by
$2,700,000 per year-to say nothing of other cost
increase-a.

Facilities to improve and Expand Service
Cost Large Sums of Money

INTRASTATE MESSAGE TOLL SERVICE

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Why Increased Telephone
Rates Are Necessary
in Kentucky

BAKERY
207 Commercial
PHONE 126

Fulton
/.

The cost of improving and expanding telephone
service has risen drastically. Present subscriber rates
are based on our investment on March 31, 1948, when
that investment averaged $204 per telephone, but
facilities for each telephone added since that date
have cost $325 per telephone. Subscriber rates intended to provide only a reasonable return for a $204
telephone are, of course, too low for a $325 telephone,
leaving an investment of $121 per talephone for which
present rates provide no return at all.
Each added telephone increases the value of the
service to existing subscribers because they can reach
and be reached by more people. Since 1945 we have
added 116,000 telephones in Kentucky. Adding them

telephones, and improving the service in other year',
has cost $39,500,000 in new facilities.

Good Telephone Service Essential
to Progress in Kentucky
A constantly improving and expanding telephont
service is essential to the progress and deselopment
oi fast-growing Kentucky. To meet the telephone
needs in the cities, towns and rural areas of the State,
Soulhern Bell is now constructing new facilities in
--Kentucky at the rate of about $10,000,000 a yearand continued construction at this high level will be
needed in each of the next few years.
The money to pay for new facilities does not
come from subscribers' payment of their bills.
These monthly receipts cover only wages, taxes,
maintenance and other day-to-day costs. Capital
for new facilities must come from people who ran
be persuaded to invest their money in the telephone business.

Present Earnings Are Inadequate
to Attract Needed Capital
Southern Bell's earnings in Kentucky today are too
low to persuade people with savings to supply the
additional capital required to meet the State's full
telephone service needs. In the postwar period of
insufficient earnings, the capital for our construction
has been obtained up to now because of investors'
faith in the soundness and fairness of Kentucky and
its institutions. However, actual earnings anti not
hoped for earnings must of necessity be the basis of
raising capital for future construction.
That is why it is essential to good telephone
service that earnings be improved by revising our
present inadequate rates.
Kentucky telephone rates have advanced only about
a third as much as the overall cost of living. Under
the new rates, telephone service will continue to improve and will continue to be one of today's biggest
bargains.

e F. *afr.4

Kentucky Managel-

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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Barnes Says Unemployment Benefits Not Hand-Outs

Fridayr;EJwun
FemnE1N950 — The Fulton News — Page'5
RUPTURE

Irresponsible reporting regardless of who does it—whether the
press, a government agency supplying information for publication, a private citizen or group,
civic, industrial or other — is inexcusable, V. E. Barnes, Corrunissioner, Department of Economic
Security, said today, in calling attention to "loose handling
of
fasts and obvious misrepresentations" appearing in Ewing Galloway's syndicated column of May

7, "Kentucky on the
March." I less harsh in their attacks. Ern-,
Sensational New Invention
.H. P. Allen and Raymond
was being Stallins have been added to the
Sut -'rland's "MD" Truss
Barnes deplored Galloway's un- 1 ployers of Kentucky can be as- Kate Myrick, Mr. and Mrs. John this alcoholic tidbit
Farabough,
Mrs. Ray Pharis, Mr. served to the ministers by misNo
No Straps- No Odor,
ethical attack on the state's un- sured of complete application of
fire
volunteer
department
of
1. CITY DRUG COMPANY
Mrs. take. "Quick," he said to a waitemployment insurance program.1 the law if they will exercise vigi- and Mrs. Brooks Oliver,
Fulton; appoititment was made 'J 408 Lake St.
Phones 70, 424
Mr. and
Mrs. er, "if they haven't-eaten
the Lt last Monday's council meeting.
"There was no basis of facts and !lance and cooperate fully with Henry Finch,
admittedly no verification of the the state agency administering George rmcn, Mn,. Elmer Can- watermelon,' bring it back ani:U
Unemployment Insurance non, Miss Novecene Eliott, Mr. we'll give it to the salesmen."
breaches of thecharge. Both are
In West Kentucky
The waiter reported that it was Most Complete Stick
cardinal principlespof the journal- Law.
and Mrs. Adair Cannon.
ists' code," Barnes said.
Those sending gifts were: Mrs. too late —the ministers were eat"As a citizen, a taxpayer, and
"To repeat an error emphasizes himself an employer, Mr. Gallo- Carl Puckett, Jr., Mrs. Everett ing the prized dessert.
"Well," demanded the excited
it," 'Barnes said, but he quitted I way should recognize his respon- Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
from Galloway's column of May sibility to report fraud or any Page, Mr. and Mrs. Dual Will- chef, "what did they say? How
did they like it?"
7:
other form of improper applica- iams, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Croft, Mr.
"Twe men around .25 years tion of provisions of the law. The and Mrs. Walter
Cunningham, "Don't know how they liked
old drove out from Henderson Kentucky Unemployment Insur- Mr. and Mrs. Thaddeus Parrish, it," the waiter said, "but they're
the other day and asked a fa-..•- ance Division has a special fraud Mr. and Mrs.. E. P. Lawrence, J. all puttng the seeds in their
442 Lake Street
mer for work. The farmer unit that constantly investigates B. Lawrence, Obera Nabors, Mr. ppckets."
Phone 231
--.Detroit Free Press
didn't count the women and improper application for or re- and Mrs. Arthur Matheny,
he
children
jalopy,
MAKE
Mrs.
but
in
Radie
the
Kingston,
unemployment
ceipt
of
insurMrs.
WE
guessed there were five. The. ance benefits. The unit is con- Clara Williams, Mr. and Mrs. G.
YOUR
farmer had no work for the men. stantly
prosecuting such cases A. Haygood, Mrs. Ann Guthrie,
OLD RADIO
Were they disheartened, down- and recovering taxpayers' mon- Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Brann,
cast? They were not! They ey. In the last few months, this Miss Bobbie Rucker, Mr. and
SIND
seemed to be rather pleased.
unit has secured 86 criminal war- Mrs. Asa Phillips, Mr. and Mrs.
LIKE NEW
"Well, how does that incident rants against claimants who have D. J. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
make newspaper 'copy'? That's drawn benefits illegally. Every- McMinn, Mr. and Mrs. Will Mcsimple. The farmer didn't fol- one has a legal as well as moral Dade, Mrs. Florence Palmer,
low the car back to town, but obligation to assist in upholding Mrs. Lawrence Taylor, Mr. and
he figured it AllIS a twenty-to- our U. I. law. Mr. Galloway Mrs. Robert Irvan, Mr. and Mrs.
one bet that they would go would not close his eyes to shop- Edwin Cannon, Mr. and Mrs.
Grand Stand Seat
Due to decrease in price of cleaning solvent, hangers, bags, etc,
straight to the state handout lifting, nor knowingly
Cannon, Mr. and Mrs.
tolerate Hubert
Your radio is your grandstand
we are passing on a share in these savings'to our customers.
office for relief.' End quote.
Jimmy Jackson.
cash
pilfering.
register
Nor
seat at the baseball park.
• • * •
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jackson,
would Mr. Galloway base accusaDon't let faulty reception get
Cash and Carry Prices
Pick Up and Delivery Prices
his tions of theft on such flimsy Miss Ora Thomas, Mr. and Mrs.
"The writer uses this as
in the way of the run-by-run
account. While the preliminar- premise for an attack on the Un- grounds as he does the improper Dean Collier, Mr. and Mrs. Jean
SUITS
65
75
payments Dowdy, Mrs. Robert Browder, Mr.
ies are still under way, let employment Insurance Law and receipt of insurance
DRESSES
65
75
CITY Ef.F.CTRIC put your its administration," Barnes de- used as a spring board for
his and Mrs. Walter Henderson, Mr.
radio in trim for the rest of the clared. "Though a reporter, he column.
and Mrs. John Edwards, Mr. and
PANTS
40
35
season.
did not check with the Hender- "Unemployment insurance is Mrs. Elzo Lowery, Mr. and Mrs.
SKIRTS
35
40
Honest Diagnosis;
son office, he made no effort to not a 'handout' as he terms it. Clarence Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
And Other Reductions Accordingly
report the incident to the De- It is insurance for which Ken- Page, Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Webb,
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
partment, but merely took the tucky employers have paid and W. R. Clement, Mrs. Mable NorHave your Winter Clothes Cleaned and Moth-Proofed Now at
PHONE 4-0-1
farmer's 'twenty-to-one bet that are paying the premiums. The fleet, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr.,
they would go straight to the premium rate is set by the fed- Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Pirtle and
These New Low Prices - - - state handout office for relief.'
eral Social Security Act of 1935. Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Fall, Jr.
"Mr. Galloway and other critics It is no more a dole than fire or
—Same Quality Work Guarar teed—
SEEDS FOR POSTERITY
I of the unemployment insurance crop insurance on Mr. Galloway's
A
group of ministers and
program should remember that farm. Unemployment insurance
a
And Tire Company
we administer the laws and that cannot be compared to WPA, or salesman's organization
were
205 Commercial Ave. we
do not make the laws. Our even to farm subsidies for which holding conventions in the same
critics would then be factual and taxpayers spent 7% billion dol- hotel. The catering department
larh last year, all going to far:n- was working at top speed, servCommercial Avenue
Phone 4
Fulton, Kentucky
era, and in addition
paid the ing dinners to both.
The
salesmen
higher prices for farm produce
were having
and
subsequent
increases in "spiked watermelon" for dessert.
other food costs. Unemployment But the harassed chef discovered
Insurance is an actuarily insurance system—not a handout, not a
dole, not a subsidy.
"Mr. Galloway finds no quarrel
408 EDDINGS STREET
with the public assistance
programs administered in Kentucky
also by the Department of EcoFor Ambulance Service Day or Night
nomic Security. Yet he condemns
as 'handoutism' an insurance program because he senses fraud. I
dare say he does not condemn
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
the program of farm subsidies
simply because he supposes some
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
farmers abuse it, nor would he
suggest abandoning federal insurance on bank deposits
because of known or even implied
imbezzlements."

Savings for You

CITY ELECTRIC

Quality Dry Cleaners

WHITNEL

FUNERAL HOME

Phone

How SMOOTH can a ride'be?

88 -<—c Phone

'PITTSBURGH

MANY GUESTS
AT CLEMENT- DAVIS WEDDING

HISTORIC

Lack of space in last week's
News did not permit our using
the names of the guests pre-sent
at the beautiful marriage of Miss
Susie Lee Clement to Davis Lee
Dixon which took place on June

WALL PAINT

40

N

ow you can bring the charm and
romance Of early Colonial days into
your home by using Pittsburgh Historic
Wall faints. Twelve beautiful colors,
,approved by Willimsburg Restoration,
Incorporated, are available.
Come in for Free booklet "Color
Dynamics for your Home"

FTJLTON PAINT & GLASS CO.
210 CHURCH STREET

Enriched with VITOLIZED OIL

PIT I

lk(,11

PHONE 909

They are as follows:
The guest list included: Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Clement
and
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Clement, Miss Bert Golden, Mrs.
Della Head, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Golden, Miss • Thelma Golden,
Miss Verda Head, Mrs. Durren
Griffith, Mrs.
Karl Kimberlin,
Mr. and Mrs. James Haygood,
Mrs. Wendell Coffman and son,
Mrs. Neal Ward, Mrs. R. S. Matthaws, Miss Donna Fay McClure,
Mrs. Guy Kindred, Miss Glenda
Kindred, Mrs. John
Coffman
Mrs. Elwyn Coffman and daughter, Mrs. Willie Lou Brann, Mrs.
Leon Hutchens, Mrs. Victor Clayton, Mrs. Rinzo Palmer,
Mrs.
Homer Croft, Mrs. Lily Gordon
and son, Mr. and Mrs. Newman
Croft, Mrs. Billy Parrish, Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Terrett
and
Sue. Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowery,
Mr. and Mrs, Doll Phillips, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Kindred,
Mrs.
Jeanette Meacham, Mrs. Wayne
Meacham, Mr. and
Mrs. Billy
Clark and son, Mrs. Joe Mack
Reed, Mrs. Sam Reed, Mrs. Hebrun Butler and daughters, Mrs.
nesen••••••••
•

THAT'S

a question well
worth answering before
you settle on your next automobile.

For what fun ,is there—what
thrill—in a car that is prisoner to the city streets,slowed
down by roads a Buick is built
to take in stride?
So we'd like to show you just

how much smoothness your
money can buy. How levelly
you float over cobbles and car
tracks—over rutty gravel and
wavy black-top—in this stunning traveler.
The car will be any Buick you
prefer— SPEctAL, SUPER or
ROADMASTER. YOU can name
the place—pick a spot or a

•

Only Buick has

and with it goes:

HIGHER-COMPRESSION Firebo/1 valve-in-head power is It,,.. engines. (New F•263 engme in SUPER models )•
NEW-PATTERN STYLING, vnth MULTI-GUARD forefront, Roper - through fenders, "double bubble"
taillights • WIDE-ANGLE VISIBILITY, c/ose-up road vtew both forward and bock • TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE,
less over Oil length for easter parking and gorogsng, short turning rachus • EXTRA-WIDE SEATS cradled

stretch you know so that you
can measure Buick's smoothness against your own experience—and we'll promise you
a new sensation in riding comfort.
The time can be any time you
want to arrange with your
Buick dealer—who is ready to
show with actual figures that
"if you can afford a new car
you can afford a Buick."
See him, will you, and treat
yourselfto some real comfort?

between the axles • SOFT BUICK RIDE, fromoll.00d sponging, Safety•Ride r;ms, km-pressure fires, ridesteadying torque-tube • WIDE ARRAY OF MODELS with lady by Fisher.

GREATER
YOUR KEY TO

VALUE

*Standard ass ROA 1,MASTER. optional at were eeet en SUPER mad SPECIAL modals.

Call 7
Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to walk
downtown and back? A PHONE CALL tp
"75" brings our
good foods to your
door! We give
prompt delivery,
Wei& groceries
and meats,

Sawyers Market

FOUR-WAY FOREFRONT
This rugged front end (1) sets the
style note,(2) saves on repair torts—

vertical bars are individually replaceable,(3) avoids "locking horns," (4)
makes parking and garaging easier.

.:„..,4zaaggamminompi

yoor

f000w

061:010101

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224 - 228 Fourth Street

dste.Ift45

234 EAST FOURTH STREET
OSAMOSON WitiN

AUTOMOSILIS

an BURT WM MU litlatt whim an

Fulton, Kentucky

• .5

lave been going to the doctor for mc where I can :,ind it?
hostess served a delicious dessert
!warts and flowers by -Lin% little bit now.
K. R. M. D.
plate.
7I PARTY THURSDAY EVENING
, ),,ar R. d.:Yours truly,
Dear K. R. M. B.:
Members playing were: MesA. W.
R. G.
You will never find your purse
The Derby Cafe was the scene dames Hodges, Hugh Fly,
sts
Intert
(
D.
as it was thrown ha criver.
given Greene, Paul Jolley and F.
!of a lovely dinner party
Nes, coo will get your home
the Phillips.
Thursday at six thirty by
Dear Patricia Latane:
paid for this year. You will still
Club,
members Of the Thimble
I have been reading your let- .
, HOME NEWS4
—a-- 'CLUBS
SOCIETY
Alexof
Henry
end
the
owe a few debts at
' complimenting Mrs.
Women's Division
ters At the pa Per and wondered
Patricia:
D.'ar
forCrestwood,
a
my.,
ander of
Elizabeth Witty, Editor
and if YOU could help Ate.
this year .Yes, your son
(Continued from Page One)
I am expecting a baby and I
Imer member, who is visiting in
I am in love with a 23 year old
illione
husband is going with daughter will get well. As for
my
ink
tf
Fulton.
•
the Air Force. Does he
Embroidered.
you, there isn't anything" wrong ally in
someone else. What can I do?
•
Covers for fifteen were laid at
love me? Will we get married'or
Cut Work.
W. S. I with you
manner and expressed her appre-1 a long table centered with
WSCS MEMBERS
worrying do I just think I love him? Does
that stop
an
ENJOY LUNCHEON
.
Dear W. S.:
elation to various committees for attrlictive arrangement of mixed Bedspread
you will stop I he really love me? He says he
won't cure. If
MEETING MONDAY
Crochet.
This is just in your mind that's I
A delectable
their part in making the meet- .summer flowers.
isn't worrying and get y6u a good does. How can I be sure?
husband
your
because
Luncheon
Set
all
served.
ayes
dinner
course
three
WornenS
members
of
•The
J. C. H.
•
ir,g enjoyable. She presided over
Embroidered.
going with anyone else. This girl per. I am going to trp once more.
The guest list included memand the brief business
;Dear J. C. H.:
ciety of Christian Service
session and;•
helping you think these
Cut Work.
is
that
several
and
the
cers
b
of
guests attended the first rneetin.g Mrs Howard Edwards gave the!
! No, he likes you but doesn't
•
things is mad because your hus- Dear Patricia:
were: Mesdames Culinary
guests. They
• I love you. As for you his uniform
of the conference year Monday at secretary
report. Mrs. Warreai
Biscuits—plate Of 6.
won't ask her for a date.
band
of
McCloy
Alexander.
Stuart
I looks better than he. You aren't
I have written before but
one o'clock at the First Mettiodts: Graham. secretary of
supply
Yeast rollt (parker house)
didn't get any answer in the pa- in love with him and you won't
members work, presented plans for the Bardwell, Ky.. Innes Dobbins of
Church with ninety
plate of 6.
near Patricia:
Louisville,
J.Whitnel,
Ann
D.
more.
once
present.
per, I am going to trp
marry him. You will meet a boy
-S..eeend Mile Love Bank" which '
rCakes
I have been reading your let!
'
I lost, or -someone get, a red in August of 'this year and fall
The dining room was attracti- were enthiastically accepted by Davis. Hoyt Moore, Abe Jolley
a. Devil's Food (any frosting) ters in the paper. I have a few
Murphy
NorHarry
Evans,
Ben
pocketbook
on
zipper
with
top madly in love with him and you
vely decorated e4ith
arrange- the StViety
a"
b. Angel Food (any frosting.) questions I would like to ask
man Terry, Elizabeth Payne, R.
and one on the side Can you tell will marry this boy.
ments of colorful summer flowThe program was turned over
c. White Layer (cocoanut frost- you.
_
ers. A delectable luncheon was to Mrs. C. E. Hv-kins. leader for C. Pickering. J. C. Scruggs, G. G.
Will I get my home paid for •
served at individual tables for the afternoon. The inspirational : Bard and Clanton Meacham.
After the dinner the guests were 1. Jein
this year and get out 'of debt?
llgy) .5
eight. Each table was centered program was en
Grea incited
r
pp
e.
to the home of Mrs. Ann
Will my daughter get well? Will
with an artistic floral arrange- Heritage." She presented Mrs.
Blackberry.
my son get well and also myself".
ment. Mrs. Clint Reed was chair- Smith Atkins. who briefly spoke Whitnel -where the evening was
Raspberry.
the' flooded
spent informally.
brought if) from
man of the decorating committee on the challenge of the
Great
Grape.
Late in the evening Coca-Colas
areas. As putlic nurse and the
and Mrs. Jess Fields was chair- Assembly, of the. Methodist Wo2
Preserves
only one here, Miss Olena was on
man of the Fellowship Commit- men. which she recently attended were served.
Strawberry.
hand giving physical, and temtee, who served the luncheon.
in Cleveland. Mrs. Atkins spoke
Cherry.
'
IR
poral assistance to the poor unFollowing the luncheon, Mrs. of the urgency of the great mis- UNEEDUS CCLE
Peach.
.IIAS
MEETING AT
fortunates
who had lost their
Norman Terry, newly
elected sionary enterprise and in her prePear.
CHURCH
clothing, and to
MONDAY
homes, their
president,
welcomed the mem- sentation of the
needs of
the
3.
Canned
Fruit
them their fortunes, in the waters
bers and guests in an gracious world. She was assisted by the
The
Uneedus
Circle of the ' Peachgs. .:of the Mighty Mississippi. It was
following, who dressed in color- First
Methodist
Church met
Cherries.
'
no easy task working to prevent
till costumes representing vbrious Monday night, June 12 at 7:30 at
-Pears.
widespread
disease among the
countries: Mrs. Fred Gibson, Ja-• the church with Mrs.
Charlcs
Raspberries. •
hundreds who 'came here, nor
There are nVny copies,
, pan, Mrs. E. L. Cook, Europe. Jones, Mrs. Homer Wilsan
and • Apples (quartered).
was it simple to keep their spirits
:Mrs. Jessie Harris, China. Mrs. Mrs. J. C. Hancock hostesses.
Canned Vegetables
up and their bodies warm. All of
but only ONE JUMPING
'John Daniels, India, Mrs. HowThe meeting was called to or- , Tomatoes (rd)
the dozens of women in the city
'ard Edwards, America, Miss Jane 'der by the new chairman, Mrs.
Corn.
who
worked
with
her
marveled
JACK. Ours ekclusively.
MS-1664 Shelby, Korea. They came in and J. C. Hancock, who
Green Beans.
presided over
at the efficiency and the stamina
knelt before the beautiful altar, the business session.
Peas (English).
Friday - Saturday
with which this remarkable woin Fulton.
Mrs. Hawkins concluded
Mrs. E. L. Cook presented the
the
Butter Beans.
, man ke'pt the machinery of reJune 16-17
program
with the
beautiful ' program. Her topic was "The
Soup Mixture.
habilitation
working
like
a
clock.
pledge and committal service.
'Victory Candle—A Pledge Servi- Pickles
(To be concluded)
2 - SURE FIRE HITS
This was one of the most im- 1 ce." She was
assisted by Mes; Sweet Cucumber Pickles.
SHOES, sizes 2-6, $4.25
6'z to 9, $4.75
pressive and inspirational servi- dames George Moore, Orin WinMustard Pickles.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore
COMEDY — CARTOON
Joyner
ce, the Methqdist
SANDALS in white, red, brown, $3.95, $4.45
Ladies have stead, Grady Varden, John DanPickled Beets.'
spent
Sunday
with
relatives
in
NEW SERIAL: Danger of The been privileged to see in some- iels. V. J. Voegeli and
Dill Pickles.
Marvin
Dyersburg.
time.
Crocker.
Sweet Pepper Relish.
Canadian Mounted!
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Exum and
Two vocal solos by Charlene
During the social hour raresh- Canned Meat
children spent Sunday in Barlow,
Sanford, accompanied by Mrs. C. ments were served to 20 regular
Pork
Tenderloin.
Ky.
Hit No. 1
E. Benedict, Jr., added greatly to.members.
Sausage.
Mrs. C. A. Boyd is visiting her
the program.
221 Main Street
Phone 1218
Beef.
daughter, Mrs. Ronald P. Felkner
TNEsE COLLETTE CNIM-PS
1.MIKIE FAULKNER
and family in Emporia, MO.
.
1••••■.•
COMPLIMENTED ON
FIFTH BIRTHDAY
Girin he-het-seat to the seat el
Miss Olena
learning;
Little Mikie Faulkner was de-;
(Continued from page One)
lightfully
entertained on
his many "firsts." She was on
duty fifth birthday Monday at
six' when the first hot lunch
proo'clock with a Weiner roast by gram
was organized here: there
his mother, Mrs. Leon Faulkner when
the first venereal and chilat their home on Williams Street. dren's
clinic was organized
at 1
The scene of the plrty was on Cayce;
hypode'rmic in hand when!!
the back lawn where the little ' the
first Schick test was given in I i
folks
were, „served
roasted the city for
weiners, small individual cakes' one of her diptheria. It was on E.
"first" missions that E
centered with a glowing candle' Miss
Olena was charge' d' aff-kres 6
and lemonade. Favors of story when
seven children were sent to 3
books was given each guest.
the Crippled Children's Hospital L
Following the
weiner roast , in Loui,s 'It,, All
youngsters,'
games andecontests were enjoyed ! there
was
—New patterns are arriving
Wm was a mighty , K
with Jerry Travis and
Jaarnes! wee tot, h
hh '. . . uSed 37 dia- i
Hopkins, Jerry
Travis, . Judy ! pers in one night.
negularly!
received many nice gifts.
Olena
was probably
The guest list included: John , Miss
PEGGY RYAN
among the first to put the word
Burrow, Tan Bowen, James
HoP- ,"pregnant" in common
m.o.0 Drmor D000il took
If you are planning to paper kins,
_
usage
Jessica
Sensing, Erlene
ton awry tom Yoked
r room, or rooms, in your Hopkins, Jerry
SPECIAL purchase direct from the factory!
!among the people whom she serTravis,
Judoy ved.
t / (tootle, Dor* 1•6•4 low
tome, don't fail to drop by and
On
one
occasion she walked
Stinnett,
Jamie
Taylor,
Danny
1.
115 $111illims. ,
You generally pay $4.98! A stupendous value
'into the residence of a pretty
let us show you our new, taste- Joe McGuire, Donald
N. Moody,
1 down-tro4den family to find that
,
HOUR if WIN '
4
, i
ful patterns for every room in Danny Carver, Shari
Drewey,la
at only
member of the household was
Ray Faulkner and Sandra Laird.
ilillt,EILItt — r"S 1 ' he house.
blessed-eventing. Miss Olena, not
having'known the condition unPLUS 2nd HIT
We pride ourselves that our MRS. BURROW
416"
til she walked in, remarked to
every customer is a pleased ENTERTAINS
the girl: "Oh, you're pregnant
BRIDGE CLUB
me!
• !aren't you?" The girl replied inMrs. Mack W. Burrow was hos- dignantly and with emphasis.
tess to her bridge club Tuesday
"No, main, I've NEVER had
evening. Two guests
Mrs. R. A. that in my life."
Fowlkes and
Whereupon Miss Olena said;
Mrs.
Mansfield
MMT
• LACE TRIM, TOP AND BOTTOM
Martin were included in the two "You're in the family-way aren't u
HALE
you?"
tables of members.
• GUARANTEED STRAIGHT CUT
Furniture Company
Following several progressions
"Oh, yes, mam," the girl re- --'
plied.
of
contract
i.07
Mrs.
Church
Fowlkes
St.
was
Phone 35
• A REGULAR $4.98 VALUE!
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
high scorer for the evening and
Dining the flood of 1937, the
June 18-19-211
Mrs. Charles E. Hodges was low. •Woman's Club was headquarters
At the close of the games the for the
hundreds of
refugees
MRS. HENRY ALEXANDER
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Patricii Latine

FOR WOMEN

I

V
4

raci
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DON'T BE MIS-LED

ORPHEUM

1

THE TINY TOGGERY

TEActi oucif-Ammiest

NYLON
SLIPS

ii•••11•••

1.98

EXCHANGE

THE ONE AND ONLY

TARZAN
-defies death
to free captive heartiest-

STILL SOME LEFT!

DUMNG---

find

COTTON, BATISTE
SLIP'S AND op.
HALF SLIPS III1

OK's Moth War

grov.
'ion.

0

Amazing values; Regularly
81.98 and $2.98

now
or h./

YOU GET - - - ins

VANESSAII
UNIT MIA
INPLEI
MUM SIMS
Woad by SU tftIll
%Etter Dr Ur will
Surrortrr by MRS AIC011e, MOW itiGra0 • Serer
na dune..ureter tor(OCAR
111111.11011

Wed. - Thurs.
June

2GARMENTS MOTHPROOFED (50c each)
1 CEDARIZED STORAGE BAG
2GARMENTS MANED & FORM PRESSED
VALUE —

1.00
,25
1.70
2.95

ALI,
- THIS FOR ONLY $1.70

a Stil

the
REGULARLY $1.00 EACH

JERSEY HALF
SLIPS

2for

' BLUE SWAN 9 for
Li
PANTIES

THIS MONTH ONLY AT

JAMES

DUNN

0 K LAUNDRY
and SANITONE CLEANERS
PHONE-130

HOUSE OF HITS

year
the
croft
reds
reqb
stori
abot
chcr$
fortj
Silo.

21-22

hos
Pa

of ti

I

THE LEADER STORE
434 LAICE STREET

ANIIIIMMIlb•

FULTON i
.
lesammimunimaaseameasemenialuessaversossitiosinizia
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the second place team to next five ball games.
NewSprintS
the seventh place team, there is I
this year? With the exception of only a margin of 6 games, which I Did you hear what the Ciler
(Continued from page one)
%
two clubs, this race should be one we think is a very short margin. manager said about
. a certain 'and that, for
24 chickens on hand,
I WILL BEGIN SELLING
to make 'League history. Owens- Yes, this should be a very good umps decision a cost the Rail- I is just over $1 apiece. That's a
roaders a game Monday night?
boro is now
long
-distan
ce
from
gum's or* In race.
the
wild
guess
did. Games like that ori;. make !
front of the Railroaders for 111,..:
you wish that the League Presi- of 84 made last week.
And that 'isn't all. Anybody in
Speaking
of
Owensboro,
they
dent
Peace could
"My Boys, the Railroaders" , top berth and they are pi obably
SC,
!2 pverv town
would give over a buck for
there to stay for the baluice of have come up with their usual game, but on the other hand, we these four and five
= pounders
run out of uinps right now,
the season, while Cairo, at the class A ball club. An exception- would soon
so as of today I feel
Well, did you over see suth
bottom of the hider. is 6 games ally good man on their list is the and the game !must go pm %
that I'm squared away.
race as you're seeinf in the Kitty below their nearest competitor, bonus outfielder, Joe Andrews,
Whats' more, that isn't all. Feed
Harley Grossman is back in the
the Union
City
Greyh6unds. who was sent to them by way es
Railroaders camp after a rest at will go down as we eat the nice
—a
fat cockerels and earnings will
the Boston Braves farm !ineup. his
home in Evansville, Har!;?.3,
take a good jump in a few months
How can he be such a good man has had
trouble with a back ailwhen these hens are laying a dozin the
Kitty, you ask?
Well ment and we hope that
NEXT WEEK
every en eggs a day during 60c
brother, you just wave a twenty thing will
times.
be OK with him beAnd I'm not finished yet. With
thousand bonus check and a two cause he's
a valuable man for
proper feeding, sanitation and
thousand. per month salary in my our
club. We met Charlie Tate's
care,'Mr. Ross tells me that each
, face and I believe even I could father up
at Owensboro the other
I plan to start in Fulton on Monday and hope to
hen will lay about 190 eggs in
; /earn to slap that pill around the night. He
Zeems to be very nice the
• ball park. About our only hope fellow
next ten
months starting
in spite of his son, Charlie.
see all firms needing occupational licenses by
about July .That means that if
; for this cookie is that the Evanseverything goes on schedule we'll
ville boys might cry a little and
lure him over to the Three Eye Roundhouse Round Up, get 2,850 eggs (238 dozen).by May
1951. At an average July-to-May
:seventh place camp for a little
(Continued from Page Oen)
retail price of 50c
booster.
dozen, that
work after a vacation.
would be $119.00.
See us for
Governor Haley started a two
ur needs.
Now I -don't see a thing unThe Railroader staff has been
ionally
advertised brands; all
I bolstered quite a bit by the addi- weeks vacation the first of June. profitable about having a litt1(
es now
in stock. Get yours now.
tion of two new players, Milt Mc. W. E. Allen started his two flock, and if I hear any more of
this "look - a - gift - horse 4n
Enenv and Jim Jarrett Milt is weeks vacation the first.
We are glad to hear that H. H. the mouth" conversation, I migiii
a young'fellow from Cincinnati
Hamilton
is getting along nicely have to establish a current-markwho makes his home around the
et charge for supplying the kitchthird base corner and seems very after an operation.
117 Main Street
County Court Clerk
•
V.
J. Voegeli; Jr. is on his va- en table. So far, I put out the 40
much at ease in that position. As
cation.
bucks myself, and she has pocket
to his hitting ability, we can't say
Clarence
Stunson is getting ed the $14.85 income.
just yet because of .the opposing
along
nicely
after
being confined
pitchers willingness to issue first
base passes to him but we fe..! in Haws Hospital.
J.
W.
Fenwick,
conductor on
quite sure that he will be just a.-;
much at home with the stick in the Bluford District, is retiring
his hand as he does over in the after 40 years of faithful service
and we wish him the best
of
hot corner.
On The New
health, wishes and luck. He will
Jarrett is a young right handed be missed by his fellow workers.
Aaron Morris is getting along
pitcher just up from the Chattahome on
Bates
nooga camp with a record of one nicely at his
win and one loss in the AAA Street.
We are glad to hear that one
league. He is sure to be a good
It's easy to make four dollars out of three it
family, C. M.
addition to the Fulton pitching of our retired
you invest,in U.S. Savings Bonds. You help
staff and we want both of these Oliver, who has been confined in
yourself, and you help your country, too,
boys to know that we're behind the I. C. Hospital in Paducah, is
and
buying bonds. So buy bonds 'today througl
back home and
getting along
them 100 percent.
your company's Payroll Savings Plan or
nicely.
through the Bond A Month club at your bank
One day last week, we had the
Save for your independence; buy LI..S
LV
TER
ICDF:2 L6S'S
Ri
occasion to see just how one of
Sav;—es Bonds.
the other managers in the Kitty
Copyright 1949, The Krogot Co.
talks to the younger fellows that
are out to try to make good in
Kroger Hot-Dated Coffee.
See them on display today.
Kroger Hot-Dated Coffee
professional
baseball. A young
fellow
who
had
just
been
5'
,
releas*
1PKG.-LB.
ed from one of the Kitty clubs,
LEAVES
carne
tc
us
and
asked
us
if
we
We are trading for clean used
would help him get in touch
cars. Let us make you an offer.
Chocolate Fudge Devil's Food Layer
with another
KROGER
manager in the
league. We were very glad to
oblige and after a few minutes
8-0Z.
drive, we were in the hometown
PKG. "
of the club that this young fdlow was wanting to join. Upon
Stokely Tomato
entering the park of this club;
the young rookie walked up to
A traditional Haviland design treated witt,
46-0Z.
Ill Carr Street
the manager and said. "Could
Fulton
per skilL
Erog
Cans
11;41Z.
you use me on your ball club?"
breburr
The manager quickly fired back,
P.
Kroger Pure Cherry
'Buddy, I don't need you or any
Kettlernon
8-0Z. JAR
HERE'S WHY THE CONCRETE
other kid on my- ball dub, I've
get the best blankety-blank ball
STAVE SILO AND CRIB WILL
club in class D baseball." Now
112:
1'
SAVE YOU MONEY!
I'm wondering if that's any reaJewelry
son why this smart guy lost the 526 Church StreetStore Fulton
Hunt's Pure Strawberry
Pure Cane Granulated
IIIIl

IX purse
er.

our letondered
vear old
Noes he
cried 'or
n? Does
says he
I. C. H.
doesn't
uniform
u aren't
u won't
• a boy
and fall
and you

LED
!opies,
.PING
3ively.

HAM

ETHERIDGE

OCCUPATit NAL
LICENSES

PEDESTAL FANS
FLOOR FANS
TABLE FANS
ATTIC FANS
WINDOW FANS
'EXHAUST FANS
BENNETT ELECTRIC

JULY 1st.

KATHRYN KELLY

AT LAST! IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

,
tztrour
forliree

CHRYSLERS

L75
L45

PLYMOUTHS

KING MOTOR CO.

ANDREWS

try!

lue

)N
aeas

BREAD 2 27c
CAKE each 59c
Thin
reraE
23c
Preserves 19c
Preserves 29c
Jelly
Marshmallowsl5c
Peaches 2 37c
Apple Butter 10c
HOnenylilles " 19c
Cheese FOOVA:73c
Salmon 3 $1
6A::1

Mott's Pure Apple

WOE.
JAR

10C

Kroger—Light Fluffy

10-0Z. PKG.

Avondale—Sliced or Halves

McADOO SILO COMPANY
BAY PRONE 11

Every Meal

11 ()7 JAR

Kraft Velveeta

SIORE1
OUR
Al
DISPLAY
ON

arnazing
...the
can SE,'it kitchen you've
you
Sow
postwar
-steel
in ytho
CV all
uch about
reading so magazines •..
been
women's
marvel. New
leading
you'll
save
features that
priced so low
modern
equip...
04
beauty
Don't order
KitchPitnerican
endlesshours!
see
Conte
you
until
payments.
Meat
monthly
ens. E.,asy
todayl
in

Norland Chum

16-0Z.

Cans

Gold Dollar

Gallonl_i

Royal

oz Cans

c

I

d ( reen

No. 2
Can

Red Ripe
Sweet Guaranteed

lb. 5c
2 Lbs.

GREEN BEANS
ORDIR A COMPLETE
KITCHIN OR
SIPARATE UNITSI

FIELD PEAS

•
SI FITTED

CAN
INTO ANY KITCHEN
—NEW OE

OLD!

McDADE FURNITURE CO.
319-23 Walnut Street

Fulton

Cigarettes 1.65
Film
3k
Picnic JUGS 1"I 98c
12( 89c t
CTN.

ANSCO

620
H01,1,

Fine For Planks

Heinz

StrainedFOOD

U.S. Graded
Good or Choice

11).89c

!. iift Prernium—Fruit Decorated

25

Tender Sweet—Well-Filled

I•WCULS
so

1OC

All Popular Brands

Watermelons Sirloin Steak
Ky. Wonder

NIGHT PHONE 591
UNION CITY, TENN.

25-LB.
BAG

N° 2Y:

+ Concrete Stave Silo
Home Grown Silage replaces high priced feeds.
Corn in a silo doubles its value—Saves the entire crop.
With silage, a well balanced ration can be maintained„easily
and cheaply.
Silage is a grass-like succulent feed that stimulates digestion.
Corn silage contains vitamins that are essential elements in the
growth and development of the animal body.
Silage keeps your stock through the winter in a healthy condition.
Keen farm competition makes silo economy necessary-600,000
now in use...
i
A silo protects the farmer against total loss from frost, drought
or hail.
Silage can be used to supplement Summer pasture.
A silo saves storage space. Eight times more feed can be stored
in a silo than in a mow.
The silo savel labor—Cottle can be fed quickly and easily from
a silo.
Every Agricultural College, every Experiment Station advises
the use of the silo.
Authorities recommend the use of the silo to combat the spread
of the European Corn Borer.
A Silo is prirmanent. It protects your feed against loss from fire,
windstorrh or spoilage.
.•
A Silo is a asset to your farm that earns large interest every
year.
A Silo can be used for grass ensilage and in this way conserve
the vitamin qualities of the grass, make it possible to store the hay
croft in wet weather, save in storage space, reduce fire hazard and
reduce work of storing and feeding the crop. Special construction is
required for grass filling.
McAdoo Silos have been carefully engineered for the purpose of
storing chopped hay. Ask our salesman for complete information
about methods of ensiling hay crops and preparing and storing
chopped hay.
The time for building the Silo is now at hand: Only thirtylo_
forty days remain! in this session for planting the crop -to -go in the
Silo.
The builder of the Silo should have thirty days in which to
Manufacture the Concrete Staves and have the steel rods and other
.have everything in
Silo2
rdware on hand to build the Silo and,
readi ss for filling the silo when the crop is reedy for hainst.T. .
soon
as possible Ilriw, wbae
as
size
and
of Silo
'n yob/ crop
.
thcre Is tifhe, hht none to waste if you *Int a Silo this year.

Spotlight 65c
Ice Tea
49c
Juice 2
55c
Lemon Juice 22c
Sugar
2.23
29c
Vinegar
Pork &Bealii-25c
L.

PICNIC HAM

LB. 55'

Fresh for Roiling

2'. 2W

NECK BONES

LB. IL

Crisp Firm California Iceberg

LETTUCE

"E" 10' WHITING

DRESSED

15

•
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I was made."(John 1:1, 3)
citations
which
I Among the
Lesson-Sermon is
comprise the
the following from the Bible:
Lord, thy reI "Thus saith the
deemer, and he that formed thee
fromthe womb, I am the Lord
things;
that
' that maketh all
stretcheth
forth
the heavens
alone; that spreadeth abroad the
earth by myself." (Isa. 44:24)

tery under the direction of W. W.
Jones and Sons of Martin.
Mr. Crocket twas born in Mid
dle, Tenn., March 9, 1869.
came to Orion county when he
WILLIAM F. CROCKETT
was quite young and had madt
his home near Harris and
in
Ypsilanti, Mich:
Gas trailer
Funeral services for William T. I South Fulton
for a number of
By William R. Nelson
Fireoverturned, caught fire.
Crockett, 81, well known resident years.
men poured foam on the truck,of South Fulton for many years,
VERY column inch of every copy
who died at the Fulton Hospital
He was a member of the Meth- puff,-out. Just another gas truck
of every issue of this newsSaturday morning were held at odist church.
on the Highway. Railroads are paper costs so many. cents to proequipped to handle gas safely duce, regardless of whether it is
Johnson Grove Baptist Church
He leaves three brother's. J. S. and no 27 people would be burn- occupied by editorial matter or
Sunday, June 4 at 2 p. m. with
Dr, Phillip Breggs of Louisville
advertising. Knowing what that spent the weekend with Mr .and
Rev. Robert Moore in charge and and D. N. Crockett, both of Ful- ed up. ton
and
B.
Crockett
J.
of Marrnaburial was in the church cemeA delegation; from a nearby cost is, it may seem only natural Mrs. Freeland Johnson.
duke, Ark., one sister, Mrs. A. P.
itown, here last nite to ask the. lit- that publishers would be inclined - Mr. and Mrs. Taylor McKinney
McKinney of Fulton and a sistertle Mrs. to be a 'beauty judge. to increase earnings by devoting to and Misses Belkty Sue and Kathin-law, Mrs. Joe Crockett
advertising all of the space they
of She had forty
objections but none could sell.
erine
Johnson have
returned
PlainSville, Kan..
of them of any account. The main
trip
through
Strange as it may appear, such from a vacation
one
was
that
she
didn't
Pallbearers -were:
want
to is not the case. All recognized netts- Texas, Mexico and Rio Grand
Milton
hurt
anyone's
feelings.
Counce, Ted
But
they papers set quotas or percentages Valley.
Roach, Horace
Cathey, 0. J. McKinney, Geerge finally signed her up for the for productive' and non-productive
Mrs. Bailey Huddleston
and
fracas. I told her that there was material, and seldom violate them.
Speight and H. T. Edwards.
nothing to it—"just pick the gal It is not uncommon for a newspa- Mrs. Russ Anderson and children
with the loveliest profile all the per to omit advertising in order to are on a vacation trip to points
MRS. ANNIE HEATHCOTT
of interest in Florida.
way down, put your name on the get in more news.
Funeral services for Mrs. Annie dotted line and
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Flake, Mr.
It may sound
leave via the
Heathcott, 68, who died Friday back door." She is in
Paper
altruistic to and Mrs. James Cullum and litup to her
afternoon at the Fulton Hospital neck.
sacrifice rev- tle son, Kenny of Jackson, Tenn.,
Has
If your "FM"-set isn't wok
following a heart attack, were
enue and dis- and Mr. and Mrs. J. R..Brazzell
Obligations
Well if this keeps on I won't
mg right, I can fix it for you
held Sunday at 4 p. m. at
appoint an ad- of Clinton, Ky., were Sunday
Mt.
now.
Pelia Baptist Church. Rev. Nolen make Water Valley in time to ask vertiser to allow more space for guests of their mother, Mrs. Pearl
the blessing for supper.
Some non-productive news matter. It
Edwards and Rev. T. A. Duncan
Weaver and Eleanor.
kind of a parade up ahead and isn't. Although the
conducted the service. Burial was
paper owns all
a dozen autos behind it.
I have a complete line of bat- in the church cemetery
Jerry Jones and little daughter,
Well, of its space and cab use it as it
under
the just gotta get
teries for portable sets. Get
around so here go- sees fit, it has obligations it will Susan, have
returned to their
your new ones in time for that direction of W. W. Jones and es. And golly
it's
my
not
avoid,
old pal
for several very sound home in Lexington, Ky., after a
fishing trip, picnic baseball Sons of Martin.
Herschel.
reasons.
visit
with his parents, Mr .and
broadcast or weekend trip.
When this newspaper seacepts sub- 'Mrs. Sam Jones and other relaMrs. Heathcott was born
First it was Herschel carrying a
in
Obion County, Tenn., October 22, string of fish; then old lizabetlf scriptions it is entering into a con- tives. He was accompanied home
FREE pick-op and delivery
1881. She was married to R. J. being led, with the cifIg' Jasper tract with readers. An unwritten by his
mother to visit him and
anywhere in the immediate Heathcott and they
have made trotting along behind. It was a clause of that contract assures that Mrs. Jones for several days.
Fulton vicinity.
Mt. Pelia their home for a num- parade, a procession, a spectacle he issues readers will receive will
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Hyland and
ber of years. She was a member for the whole Highway to not contain an established amount of
news, editorials, features and ad- children, Jean and Bobby, are on
of Mt. Pella Baptist Church.
interfere with. Herschel sez he
a vacation trip to Florida and
vertising.
heard that I had a new Bar B-Q
There is another side, too, that Birmingham, Ala.
Her survivors
are: her..-hus- pit and he was
going over to my the publisher keeps in mind. It is
band, a brother, Willie Wilson
Mr. and
Mrs. Joe
Stephens
house to give me a treat. So- I :hat of costs. To maintain
qualified
and one sister, Mrs. Sandy Fuqua
got him into my car and he led ;taffs, in both news and advertis- have returned to their home in
of Martin.
Elizabeth. We let the traffic all ing departments, is expensive. It Lexington, Ky., after a visit with
Active pallbearers were: Loyce pass and we followed slowly. The is increasingly sb if the space each his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
M. E. (Ham) Ethridge
Stephens on the Mayfield HighWilson, Reese Wilson, Paul Wil- ole mule cannot move as fast as I fills each issue lluctuat wildly.
Phone 455
Fulton
Both "sides", way.
made a coyote
son, Coy Wilson, Ben Williams my car, but he
Keyed
look like mincemeat that got inas they are
and Raymond Muse.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Homra and
to
to Herschel's
called in most family of Steele, Mo.,
barn, this
past
were Sunnewspaper of- day guests of her
winter.
Quotas
brothers, F. A.
fices, can oc- Homra
Now Herschel I know you are
and
family and
Fred
as big a liar as some of these casionally turn out additional pages. Homra and family.
Sunday school guys that say they by working longer hours. But they
cannot do so at frequent intervals.
Mrs. Amy _Driskell has returncaught their fish in
Kentucky It is to the self-interest of the pa.
ed to her home in Laurel, MaryLake (when I get the dope that per,
therefore, to maintain a staff
they bought them at Hogg's Fish keyed
to fairly rigid quotas of
Market). They are real fishermen news and advertising..
Accurate ....
Any other
TELEPHONE
or they wouldn't tell such yarns. merely increases the
cost-per-colWORKMANSHIP
But I never knew you to catch umn inch.
anything but the devil from your
Those who submit news, particu.... At Lou Cost
FULTON'S NEWEST AND
house keeper when you were late larly publicity chairmen, should unWatches, Clocks a n d Time
for
clerstand
supper.
and
"Well
remember
I
this
costwasn't
FINEST AMBULANCE
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
goin'
to yarn about them.
That is per-inch fact.
Repaired at Low Cost by—
And when your club or group can
—MEMBER—
where I got 'em too."
ANDREWS
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
—Bill of Harris Fork. profitably do so, isn't it not only
good business but also neighborly
Jewelry Company
Adult Funerals from $99.50
to reciprocate the newspaper's
Dr. Autrey Conducts
numerous gifts of space by placing
advertising In it!
Revival At Henning

DEATHS

Its 'Space'
Is Its life

HARRIS FORK

E

Town Topics

RADI

Repairing

"HAM'S"
RADIO CENTER

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

7

Special!
TIMIS FULL-SIZE, TOP QUALITY

RANGE

1950

Dr. E. A. Autrey of Monroe,
La., former pastor of the
First
Baptist Church of Fulton, who
entered service of World War II
as a chaplain, is conducting
a
revival in Henning, Tenn., from
June 4 through 14. Services are
10 a. m. and 8 p. m.
The public is invited to
attend the services of this
well
known pastor.

the third ii
.Vieek in June, hours
8:30 a)
n. 4 11:30 a. m. Monday
through FrAley. •

taken from Royal Service. The
subject was "Lift up the Children." Mrs. Carlisle
dismissed
the meeting with prayer.
Delecious refreshments were
served to the members and one
visitor, Mrs. Bldridge Choate.

ANNIE ARMSTRONG
ENJOYS MEETING
MONDAY EVENING

FIIIIINDLIF
.5ays:
WHEN &'WN68 C/1/7
E/TA/E/2 1/5E0 OR NEW
WE Par aiR THE C//SW
ir.s= egsy COR Yo0

The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the First Baptist
Church met
Monday night at the home of Mrs
;
F. A. Midyett.
The meeting was opened wita
prayer by Mrs. James
Fortner
followed by the WMU
Watchword.
Mrs. Fortner presided over,the
business. Mrs. Neal Looney gave
the devotional and the program
was given by Mrs. Buel Carlisle

Loans made in all sur.
-ounding towns and
Zounties in any
• amount up to MO on
Furniture,
Automobile, Livestock. Co.
'ticker, Signature.

0
6

\\

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Veterinary Service
Phone 807-S
or Call 70

Ittert)lv

Graduate %*eterinarian
Located

ONE

on

Martin-Fulton
Highway.

OF

ititance

i616.111001M11

Walnut Street
Phone 1252
"Fulton's FRIENDLY Loan Service'

311

KENTUCKY'S

TRADITIONS

Shearing
Time

FHA LOANS

Wwetwairmen••••

a

Yes, and beer is a
tradition in Kentucky, tool
Like shearing time, FIFFR HFLON(.S in Kentucky. And what
Do gratifying when the shears
are laid away, the red ointment
washed off, and the oalluse•
slacked than a glass of beer'-.'
the hewer-- of moderation.
<trimly flit-isles.

153 HeyStrtnli•IldWg

•
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TAKE ALONG THAT LUXURY LOOK AND FEEL

Prbt —rue,

Palm Jeea44*
SUITS and SLACKS
SUITED- of new Gush Resistance

Lighter Weight and ... Finer Colors

Coleman's Golden Anniversary Offer

$20 DOWN
$2.11 per wk.
Now Every Family
Can Enjoy the Big
Advantages of Electric Cooking!
Full Price $189.9!

You'll never findi bigger, better buy
than this one!
We °Mee you a'genuine 1950 Hotpoint Electric Range at a marketshattering price—payable on the easiest terms in town! All the joys of
cooking electrically can be yours, yet
your budget will hardly notice the
difference! Come in and judge for
yourself!
LOOK TO

g.

YOUR CHOICE of Flat Register
or Dual Wall Model of the new
Coleman Shalloflow Furnace with
exclusive new Blu-Arch Burner
and other Coleman features for
a better-heated home. Low in
cost, easy to install, economical
to operate.
'

•DEEPWELL COOKER
•CALROD" UNITS
HI-SPEED BROILER
• 1-PIECE STEEL BODY
•PORCRAIN FINISH

•

01151111,1.10111111111111115111DRUISI

FOR THE FINEST —FIRST!

SOW DOWN PAYMENT

Main Street

And be sure your vacation wardrobe
includes two or three pairs of Palm
Beach slacks. They're favorites of
golf's greats ... will be your favorite,
too, when you see their smart, handsome
appearance, when you feel their full
cut, cool comfort. Washable and long
wearing. Come in today for best selectinns of Palm Beach suits and slacks.

GET AN AUTOMATIC home heating system with a furnace that fits
Into the floor—now at a price 15%
off regular retail price. leo pit or
excavation needed, no at duets. A
better-heated home can be yours!

1451..nun'5 Die& Well Shollollow Node

Phone 201

FIBER-LOCK Method spins resilient
Mohair as a core inside smooth rayon
and nylon in most styles.

• irreasvas ago

By the Makers of
America's Leading
Electric Ranges

Bennett Electric

Pal. No 2O14,$117

Coleman

plaNsammatimmmesimammtommum

a

Yes sir, new fabric luxury gives these
22% cooler Palm Beach suits new crush
resistance for that longer-lasting
smarter look on vacation travel and
dress-up occasions. New smoothness
and lighter weight give extra comfort,
because Palm Beach's new Patented

CIFsowon
loorlimass
Come in today-15% sestet
is for limited time only!

$125 A

WIER-36 MONTHS TO

PAT

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street

Fulton

The suit $2775
TN Skids $750
*Re. T. M.. 12•••211-MoMord.

BLINK comsat go an prconits.
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How they do i is a marvel to the
casual bystander, but baby lambs
hurry unerringly to the mother
when she retutns strangely altered from the deft shear!' of the
Kentucky sheep raiser. A few moment, before a wooly bundle of
"bass", she returns, slim and •
little ridiculous hut still waking
the echoes with her petulant
"basting"; • noisy element M
one of Kentucky'; treat summer
traditions.

Copyright 195(

Mot
Richa:
cludel
Patric

Randa
Virgin
Glenn
sum.
McAli:
Char
kett

CHRISITIAN SCIENCE

"Is the
Universe, Including
Man, Evolved by Atomic Force?"
is the subject of the Lesson-Sermon which will be read in
all
Christian
Science
churches
throughout the world on Sunday,
SF Baptist Church Will June 18, 1980.
The Golden Text is: "In the beHave Meeting on June 11 ginning
wall the Word, and the
God, and the
A tent Meeting
sponsored by Word was with
the South Fulton Baptist Church Word was God ... All things
began Sunday night, June 11 at were made by him; and without
him was not any thing made that
7:45.
Rev. H. M. Suthard, Wingo, Ky.
will be the evangelist and Br.
Pete Jackson, Wingo, is in charge
of the music. Bro. J. T. Drape,
—See—
pastor of the church, extends to
the public a hearty welcome.
T.
H.
"Tom"
Cowden
A vacation Bible school will be
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn
conducted by the church during
1.••••••••

land awter a visit with her son,
Ray Driskell and Mrs. Driskell
on Walnut Street,
Miss Elizabeth Ann Roper and
guest, James A. Hart of CaMsville, Mo., have returned to the
University of Missouri at Columbia after a visit with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Roper
on
West Street.

4

ice. The
he Chiliismissed
S
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and one
hoate.
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Water Valley
Odell Puckett

In all suriwns and
n any
to 8300 on
Automoomit. Coature.

)NS

War

strong of St. Louis spent Fridayl
with their sister, Mrs. Roy Latta.
Misses Ora Lee and
Marilyn
Yates and Martha
Elaine Colthaip are spending the week with
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. 1
Edd Eaker.
Mrs. L. B. Council and boys
of Hickman spent most of last
I week with Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Pirtle and family.

Monday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. W. T. Edwards and Mrs.
Richard Childress and boys in- Hal Kizer shoPped in Paducat
ENON NEWS
cluded: Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wednesday.
Mrs.
Alfred Vaughan
Patrick and Lester. Mr. and Mrs.
Hal
and
Mrs. Jeanie Scott
The Sunday dinner guests
of
in
Wednesday
spent
Lewis Patrick of Crutchfield.
Kizer, Jr.
Mrs. Nina Murchison and family
Monday
Nolan Shephard left
Mayfield with Mr. ana Mrs. Johnwere:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ronald Elliott,
for Detroit in search of work.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cherry, Kay
ny Shelton.
Mrs. J. C. McAlister, Mrs. Will
is the
Mrs. W. L. Brumley
and Bill, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
in
Puckett and Odell shopped
proud owner of a new electric
Exum and Glenn.
Mayfield Tuesday afternoon.
Charlton
stove and Mrs. Leon
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph • Cook,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Boyd and A. has a new electric refrigerator.
Margie Ward, Mr. and Mrs. 0. D.
S. Richmond left Wednesday for
Mrs.' Harold Puckett and Mrs.
Cook, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Joe Selrelatives and
Detroit to visit
Will Puckett shopped in Fulton
lars and boys spent Sunday with
friends.
Wednesday afternoon .
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Cook, Sr., and
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Hal Kizer attended the Future
Harold Wayne.
Martin E. Casey included: Jason Farmers of America meeting held
Mrs. D. J. Murchison and Janie
Rogers.ofyilot Oak, Mr. and Mrs. at Hardinsburg, Ky., this week.
went to Lexington
Sunday to
Elvis Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Mr. and Mrs. Neal McAlister
bring her sister, Marian, home.
Cole and boys and John gide.
had as their guests this past week,
Marian
is
in
school
there.
Mr. and .Mrs. Harry Hunt Gos one of his buddies. Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
slim and son attended a family
Harold Robinson of Okla.
Felix Vaughan were: Mr. and
reunion Sunday at the home of
Harold
Robinson
Mr: and Mrs.
Mrs. Alree
Vaughan, Delores,
her parents. Mr, and Mrs. L. D. and daughter of Oklahoma, Mr.
Dewain and Harry; Mr. and Mrs.
Nanney; her sister, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Buster Bradley',
Mr.
Curtis Vaughan.
Carnet] Leath of Detroit were al- and Mrs. Neal McAlister spent
Mrs. Aldred' Vaughan
and
so present.
Thursday night and Friday
at
children spent Tuesday with her
Grundy Edwards of Metropolis, Kentucky Lake.
mother, Mrs. 0. D. Cook, Sr.
Ill., is visiting his sister, Mrs. J.' Sunday visitors in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jeffress
B. Byrn and Mr. Byrn.
Mr. and Ails. Will Puckett were:
and Carol Ann spent last Friday
McAlister
Mrs. J. C.
was , Mr. and „Zitirs. Dewey Chatman
Take Grandma's old corset cover,I with Mrs. Nina Murchison and
hostess to a pink and blue shower and dadehter. Wanda Sue
of
put some frills on it and add a Allie.
Friday night honoring Mrs. liar- Detroit,'Mr. and
Mrs.
Keith
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bennett
pretty as pretty as Peggy Castle
...old Puckett. Among those pre- Brewington of Fulton, Mrs. Ben
sent were:
Dewey Finke of Vancover, Wash., Mr. , and you have the latest beach ; and son and Billy Bennett visited
Mesdames
fashion. Miss Castle plays a sup- in St. Louis Sunday and attended
Chatman of Detroit, T. B. Pewitt and Mrs. J. C. McAlister,
Mr.
the St. Louis Cardinals and New
of Mayfield, Harold Clark, James and Mrs. Harold Puckett,
Mr. porting role in HKO Radio's York Giants baseball game.
Pewitt, T. E. Eaker, Richard and Mrs. Gordie Puckett and son, "The Story of a Divorce" which
Mrs.
Allis Walker and son,
Childress, Charles Wilson, H. E. Cleatus.
stars Bette Davis.
Webb, spent Sunday with Mr.
Wilson, B. L. Campbell, Arthur
Mr. and Mrs. Clektus Murphy
and Mrs. T. H. Howell and Mrs.
Rose', Hal Kizer, W. T. Edwards, and
son of Fulgham 'spent SunRandall Laird. Mabel Tibbs, Mary day with her mother, Mrs. Emma Carter and family spent Sunday Hurbert Howell.
Harold Wayne Cook, who has
lat Kentucky Lake.
Virginia Hicks, Buster Bradley, Cloyes.
Welcome to Water Valley, Mr. been in the hospital, was dismissGlenn Puckett, Harry Hunt GosMr. and Mrs. W. T. Edwards
ed
last Sunday.
4ndNUT. Chester Campbell, Claude visited Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Byrn and Mrs. Jonah Bennett
Mrs. Jack Underwood, Frances
!daughter, Benita. They come to
McAlister. Lila Bradley,
Leon
and Martha Jean visited with Mr.
us from Akron, Ohio.
Charlton, Doyce Clark, Will Puc Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Charlton
and Mrs. 0. D. Cook
We
glad
are
to
Rev.
have
W.
B.
kett and Miss Odell Puckett.
awhile
ahd family, Mr. and Mrs.-Ardel
- . Bishop and family as our Meth- Monday afternoon.
odist minister for the next year.
SO THERE TOO!
They have already served us one
year and we are hoping this year
If the organized
smear camwill be a successful one.
paign should ever include you as
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Pillow left one of its
intended victims, reThursday for Houston, Texas to member
the words of Dr. Everett:
spend his vacation with his son, "One
should do nothing about
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Pillow and an article
which
defames his
family.
character. Half the people who
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Stephens got the
paper never saw the artivisited Sunday afternoon
with cle. Half who
read it did not unMr. and Mrs. Clifford Stephens derstand
it. Half of those who
7/Jit\
and family.
believed it were of no importance
Mrs. Martha Williams of Wingo anyway."
ounE
is visiting her son, Mr, and Mrs. —Scandal
MILK CO.
Sheet, Graham, Texas
Cliff Williams and
daughter, ------cAatic
Kay.
PASTEURIZED
; Sunday visitors in the home of
IMr. and Mrs. Will Rhodes
HOMOGE NIZED
ineluded: Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Boyd
\
!Rhodes and,family of Farmington, Mr. and Mrs. Harold West
ull be the
and son, Jerald, Mr. and Mrs.
Apple of their eyes
Friday-Saturday
Dee Pickens and daughters, Sue
If your meals
June 16 - 17
and Frances.
Are dairy-wise.
Sunday
visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Edd Eaker were: Mr. and
Mrs. Jake Barnes of Hopkinsville, Mrs. Mavis
Yates
and
daughters,,Ora Lee and Marilyn
Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Vestal ColCartoon - Comedy
SERVICE AND QUALITY
tharp and daughter, Martha Elaine of Pilot Oak.
PHONE 613/
Mrs. Serenia Elliott, Mrs. Della
Coleman of Mayfield, Allen Arm-

TWO FINE
FEATURES

PURE MILK CO.

CO-HIT

THE I?
OF WILDFIRE

THERE'S A

ardrobe
if Palm
'rites of
avorite,
ndsome
ieir full
ad long
t selecsladw.

PRESSURE CANNERS
PRESTO, '2-gallon size (cans six half-galons or 14 qts.)
$21.95
MIRROMATIC,(cans six pints)
$15.95
NATIONAL (7-quart size)
$18.95

(OLD WATER CANNERS
Hold seven '2-gallon jars or nine quart jars

SPECIAL

BRIGHT DAY

LATE SHOW
SATURDAY NIGHT
11:00

A:COMING

THE GHOST
OF
FRANKENSTEIN

TOMORROW

Sun. - Mon.- Tues.
June 18

19

20

E CITING FAG
N
FROM A TURBULENT
_CHAPTER IN HISTORY,

...when you plan for it TODAY!
Let us help you build a sound foundation for your future;
_
'the things you've always dreamed about can be yours when you

JOHN PAYNE RHONDA FLEMING
DENNIS O'KEEFE Thomas GOT., FrRel OKA

invest wisely! Join our Bond-A-Month plan,now!
Wed.- Thurs.

Invest in the Future, Buy U. S. Savings Bonds

June 21 - 22

FULTON BANK
SAFETY — SERVICE — SATISFACTION
+ MEMBER F. D. I. C.

~tag
AUDI(

$2.95

PRESSURE COOKERS
ECKO, four- quart size
$8.95
PRESTO,'2-canon size (cans six half-gallons or 14 Os.) $21.95
GENERAL MILLS, four-quart size
$14.95

BEAT THE EAT
With A Good Fan!

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

20% Off
On All Fans In Stock

Buy Today at These Special Prices!
8-inch window fan, Reg. price $9.95; Special $7.95.
8-inch table fan, Reg. price $6.95 Special $5.55.
8-inch all-purpose de-luxe adjustable fan with 2
speeds; Reg. price $25.00; Special $20.00.
10-inch oscillating fan; Reg. price $17.95; Special
$14.35.
12-inch oscillating fan, (3 speeds); Reg. $34.95;
Special $27.95.
12-inch window fan; reversible motor; Reg. $35.00;
Special $28.15.
10-inch pedestal floor fan; oscillating; Reg. $27.95;
Special $22.35.

24-HOUR SERVICE SAVE ON
RADIO THROW RUGS!
REPAIR

EASIEST!

Genuine congoleum quality,
with border. Variety of colors
and patterns to choose.

In today - - out tomorrow!
Complete line of
TUBES.
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

LL

SMHETh•M

L0,4.887

resilient
h rayon
I styles.

Canners, Cookers

FULTON

M

es these
w crush
r-lasting
wet and
Dourness
rnmfort,
'atented

GOOD BRANDS! GOOD VALUES!

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:
1. Third Man theme
2. Bewitched
3.'My Foolish heart
4. Hoop-Dee-Doe
5. Sentimental Me
6. It Isn't fair
7. The old piano roll blues
8. If I knex you were coming
9 Deane
10. I wanna be loved

15 x 27
18 x 36
x 54

29c
49c
89c

SAVE ON PAINT!

FINEST!
THRIFTIEST!
WAY TO LOVELIEST ROOMS!

Plicote paints and enamels, including interior and fire-stop finishes; safety-tred: Reg.
$1.95 quart:

CLOSEOUT,
$1. QUART
BARGAINS!

HANDBAGS,
SUITCASES
Values to $5.95, while
they last:

99 EACH

CLOSEOUT!
GALLON
$2.00
QT. (Req. $129) 79c

FULTON ELECTRIC
& Fil MINE Ce
Phone 100

Ernest I owe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

WANDA

MURPHY • HENDRIX • IVES • lAGDP
A UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICEURE

New Location . .. 217 East Fourth Street 1
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Misses Parson, McClure And Friend

during which egg candling, and
grading demonstrations with the
purchased
type of machinery
agricultural
were given before
leaders, ' farmers, and veterans
Institutional
who are receiving
On the Farm Training. It is anticipated that the grading program
Remembering again those yester will begin on August 1st in these
counties. It is the intent of the
years,
future.
Around the old fire place;
Mother's lovely voice,
Hog Slaughter Up 58,000 Head
The smile on your kindly face.
In the January-April period in
You taught us Life's true lessons, Kentucky calf slaughter was 26,400 head, a decline of 3,100 head
Tb Walk the Christian Way;
To keep the Ten Commandments, from the same 'period last year.
At home, in school, at play.
Hog -slaughter at 285.000 head
was 53,000 higher. Cattle slaughThe troubles that came our way, ter at 56.000 was off 2,700 head.
You wisely pushed aside:
Sheep and lambs slaughtered toGave us the courage we needed taled '15,300 head, up 3,300 from
most,
January-April 1949. l'he average
live weight per head at slaughter
To heal our wounded pride.
time January-April 1950: Cattle
330 pounds, Calves 190, hogs 217,
No sacrifice too gre-at,
and sheep and lambs 108.
What 'ere the family need;
You place yourself last,
Frozen, Concentrated Milk
'This is your living creed.
Milk, concentrated to one-third
As we say a toast to you,
of its original bulk and frozen,
We wish for you the best;
like orange juice, will shortly be
Cod bless you, Dad, is our
given a market test. The research
thought„
department of a large food comYou deserve much happiness.
pany has been
experimenting
Emma L. Roberson
with the product for more than
'Route 4, Fulton.
a year, paralleling similar tests in
Miss Patricia Parsons, representing Union College, Barbourville, was crowned Queen of the Laurel
other laboratories.
Concentrate
in the climaxing ceremonies of the three-day Mountain Laurel Festival Friday afternoon.
is restored to original state ' by
The brunette freshman from Evarts was crowned by Governor Earle C. Clements in an elaborate
adding two cans of water. Compageant in the natural amphitheatre at Laurel Cove, Pine Mountain State Park, just outside ot
Pineville. Miss Parsons succeeds Edith McClure, of Centre College, who was chosen in 1949.
mercial possibilities are seen in
deficit milk areas, like Florida,
where fresh
milk sells for as Christine Pierce.
Proven Guernsey Sire Added To Stud
much as 25c to 30e a quart.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Gladdus
by
Cooley
Mrs.
Gerald
and Mr. and
By John I. Anderson
of St. Louis are guests of Mrs.
PIERCE STATION
George Cooley, Mr. Cooley is in
Thomas
Smythrttier the Fulton Hospital. The children
Division of Markets
Rev.
Kentucky Dept. of Agriculture preached, at Chapel Hill Sunday were called home on account of
to a nice crowd. He has returned his illness.Egg Grading To Start
The Kentucky Department of as pastor for the next year.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Manley of
Mrs. Roy Lawson and daughter, Fulton were Sunday
Agriculture has just completed
afternoon!
The purchase of five mechanical Helen of Sturgis, Ky., was the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
egg graders to be used in market- guest of Mrs. Lawson's parents, Lowe.
ing eggs on a graded basis in five Mr. and Mrs. Riley Smith the
Billie Stem'
Mr. and Mrs.
south central Kenutcky counties. past few days.
A series of egg marketing meetMr. and Mrs. James Green and spent the weekend at Kentucky 1
ings were held during the week children of Fulton were Sunday Lake and in Paducah with Mr. '
-Mrs.
Wallace
of May 22nd in these
counties, dinner guests of his sister. Mrs. Stem's sister,
Cunningham and Mr. Cunningham.
DEAR DAD

Today we pause to honor you
Dear Dad, who loves us well;
You're dimming eyes with steps
•
grown slow,
Still hold their magic spell.

Sturgis, Ky., were weekend visit- luncheon at her home
Friday
ors-of Mr. and Mrs. John Verhine on West State Line.
and family and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Nixon and
Mrs.. Hillman Collier, Mr. and dauglIter of Mayfield visited her
and
Mr.
and
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde
Mrs. C. J. powers
Sunday and attended
Mrs. John Bowers drove to Gil- Burnette
afternoon.
Music
by
Juniors
the Evening of
bertsville Sunday
Watts at Union Church Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Fulgham
near
mother
visited his
will
Palestine Homemakers
report her slowly meet at Community Center FriSunday and
improving.
day at 1:30 o'clock.
Richard Browder
Rupert and
Sunday
visited Peryy Browder
MRS. SCRUGGS
morning and reports his condi- COMPLIMENTS
tion unimproved.
TUESDAY CLUB
Shannon Murphy returned to
his school at U. T. Sunday after
Mrs.' J. C. Scruggs entertained
at the members of the Tuesday afspending a week's vacation
home.
bridge club and two
ternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt : guests, Mrs. T. K. Russell and
and son and Mr. and Mrs. Sonny MrS. Joe Bennett, Jr.
Gilbertsville
Puckett drove to
Games of contract were enjoySunday afternoon.
ed during the afternoon with Mrs.
Mrs. Leslie Nugent spent the G. G. Bard receiving high score
weekend with her sister,
Mrs. prize for the members and Mrs.
Harvey Pewitt and family.
Russell won guest high.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bockman
At the conclusion of the games
and Mrs. Nora Byrns visited Mr. light refreshments were served.
and Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon
Members playing were: Mesand Dan Sunday.
, dames Bard, L. 0. Bardford, J.
Mrs. Harry Murphy will enter- D. Davis, T. M. Franklin,
Abe
tain the Magazine Club with
a Jollea and J. E. Fall, Sr.
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Kurfees outside painti are prepared especially
to add lasting beauty and durable protection
to any weather-exposed surface.
TRIM AND TRELLIS
colors are bright and glistening
and do not fade.

EVER-KLEEN
comes In a white that stays white
and in colors that stay bright.
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LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
"Buck Bushert"

Depot Street

Fulton

f3rawi*iv q2caft.
(
6ive,

PHILCO 1Mr

St. Albans Actor's Valor Gift 366691
Improvement in the Guernsey
division of the Kentucky ArtifiStud
,:!al Breeding Association
continues with the addition of the
proven Guernsey sire, St. Albans
Actor's Valor Gift. Code name is
St. Albans.
This sire was bred by St. Albans Farms and his pedigree represents some of the best breeding
ever developed in Missouri.
The sire of St. Albans is Wildwood Actor's August, one of the
great proven sires of .the Guern-

Society c umns these days are
full of item concerning
June
weddings sinCe this is traditionally the month of marriages.
But before the groom can slip
the ring on his bride's finger or
before the rice can be thrown,
the State of Kentucky stipulates
that there must be a premarital
blood test within
fifteen days
prior to the application for
a
marriage license.
PALESTINE
If this
seems
like a lot of
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
senseless red tape to the couple
Mrs. C. B. Caldwell,
Mrs.
about to wed it is probably because they, have not paused to Carlene Stokes and children left
consider the signifiance of
the 'ast Friday to visit Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. Stokes and family in Jackblood test.
son, Miss., they
will go from
Several pamphlets on this sub- there to
Florida for a visit.
ject are available in the Fulton.
Visitors in the home of Mr. and
County Health Unit office, and
- the public health nurse will be
glad to discuss the matter with
the engaged pair.
Much has been written about
the necessity for marriage conselling as
insurance for a happy
healthy marriage. The blood test
is also a form of marriage insurance. A man with syphillis can
give it to his wife, or a syphilitic
wife can infect her husband.
If a child is born to a syphilitic
mother, the infant may be malformed, weak or may die at birth.
The blood test, therefore, is in
reality health protection for marriage.
Treatment is most successful in 1
early stages of syphilis.
Since
syphilis may attack any organ of
the body and may cause sttch human tragedies as heart failure, I
insanity and blindness, treatment
should be started Immediately
upon detection. This protects not
IN('.
only the infected person but those
whom he or she might infect.

sey breed and one of the very
few sires that has over 100 A. R
tested daughters.
St.
The tested daughters of
Albans average 9012 pounds of
milk and 425 pounds of fat on a
2 time milking, mature equival-'i
ent basis. This is 1718 pounds of I
milk and 50 pounds of fat more
than their dams produced.
These records were made under ordinary farm conditions and
these daughters of St. Albans are
good type cows wit:. excellent
quality udders.
Mrs. Harry Murphy last week
were: Mrs. L W. Dobbins,
lap Murphy and Mrs. Innis Dub
Henry
bins of Louisville, Mrs.
Crestwood, Ky.,
Alexander of
Mrs. Mary Mayme McCloy, Mrs.
Zenda Turk of Bardwell, Mrs.
J. W. White and
Mrs.
Daisy
Terry were Sunday guests.
Mr., and Mrs. Lee Allen
of

challenges°
slOm MONTHLY
coirpart°'
$24.95 DOWN

Our Thur. - Fri. - Sat.
SPECEAL

BLOUSES and
SKIRTS
Values
$5.98

11•1•11.

FUEL PRICE S249.50

•

',TES, it's a value sen1 sation! Never before
such quality, features
and reliable performance
in a 9.2 Cu.ft. refrigerator
at this amazing new low
price. See it...compare
it now, befoteryou buy!

$1
"

•True Zero Zone Freezer Locker
Full-width, fully enclosed.
Keeps even ice cream firmly
frozen, in original package.
•Full-Width Quick Chiller
Stores meats and left-overs
...quick chills salads, beverages and desNerts.
•Glass-Covered Crisper
•Self ClosingDoor Latch
•Full-Size Super Pow•r UnI4
•Five Year Warranty Plan

DOTTY SHOP Bennett Electric

ni

FULTON

217 Main Street

—2 STORES324 Walnut Street

IIIII III on

Ill
11111I I 11 1
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011MICERBOA0 CHUCKLES • From Your Purina Dealer
GET WISE, BUB — THE NEW, IMPROVED
PURINA HOG PLAN GETS YOU UP TO
200-225 LBS. NOW IN JUST SY* MONTHS

11110 RIR AN 11
IMP lIE •
1111 1111111111111

HERE'S HOW THE NEW PURINA
HOG PLAN SAVES YOU MONEY
Imagine—a 220-225 pound hog in
just about 51
/
2 months! That's the new

Purina Hog Plan. Saves up to $25
per litter, based on last October's
feed prices. Let us show you how.

We Have All Varieties of Soy Beans Common To This Area
Funk's G---Pfister---U. S. 13 Hybrid Seed Corn
LUMBER COMPANY
EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING
11 WALNUT ST. NiONE 96 FULTON, KY

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS

Custom Seed Cleaning
409 College Street

Custom Grinding and Mixing:.
Phone 620

30.1

Friday
xon and
ited her
Clyde
attended
Juniors
, night.
will
s
Iter Fri-

Interests

THESE WOMEN!

FOR WOMEN
SOCIETY

By &Alessi°

.0 enjoy
vith Mrs.
gh score
ind Mrs.
le games
served.
re: Mesdford, J
n, Abe.
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Phone 926

ports. Miss Allie D.
Williams,
supply secretary, presented the
askings for Supply Work for the
The WSCS of the South Fulton coming year, she also presented
the
Love-Bank in which each
general session
Circuit met in
Wednesday night at 8:00 at New member is asked to make a Love
Of
ferlhg
at each meeting.
Hope Church.
The main topic of the business
The meeting was called to orwas the voting to assume the reder by the president, Mfrs. Glenn
Walker. After singing "We've A sponsibility of furnishing and reStory To Tell To. The Nations". decorating one room at the parsonage. The living room was the
Mrs. Walker lead in prayer. Mrs.
room decided upon. A committee
Milburn Conner had roll call and
reading of the minutes of the last composed of Miss Allie D. Williams, Mrs. Milburn Conner and
meeting. Mrs. Billy Fry gave the I
Mrs. Floyd Dedmon was appointtreasurer's report and a financial
ed to have charge and oversee
statement of the year's
work. the work.
Then the officers made their reCIRCLE No. 4
. Mrs. Floyd Dedmon conducted
HAS MEETING
the Devotional in keeping with
WITH MRS. TYNER
the program "Thy Saving Health
Among All Nations." This was
Mrs. E. B. Tyner was hostess
capably given in her inspiring
to Circle No. 4 of the First Bapmanner.
tist Church Monday afternoon at
"There's the money! I KNEW I had the installment but just
3 o'clock at her home on JefferMrs. Jack
Irvine then
had
couldn't recall where I hid itr
son Street.
charge of a
most impressive
The meeting was opened with
Pledge Service "To Live is to
Conner
concluded
the program J. E. Williams, Hugh Pigue, Joe prayer by Mrs. Carey Frields afGive". She was ably assisted by
IRONER
with
prayer.
ter
Mrs.
Vasco
Simpson
which Mrs. J. S. Mills, chairBennett, Jr., Rupert Shiley, J. E.
Mrs. James Palmer, Mrs. Her-„
man St. John, Mrs. J. H. Stubble- had charge of the musical por- Fall, Sr., J. H. Maddox, Ann Whi- man, presided over the business
tion
of
session.
program,
the
playing
tnel, Leon Browder, R. C. Pickerfield, Mrs. Maud Williams, Mrs.
BENNETT ELECTRIC Tom
Counce, Miss Mattie Rice 'Give of Your Best to the Master", ing, Gilson Latta, Ward Johnson, Mrs. Frields was program lead217 Main
as each member presented her Hendon Wright, Laurence Holl- er and
Fulton and Mrs. Dee Fry. Mrs.
presented the Mission
Milburn pledge,for the coming year. An
and, E.
Williamson, William Study. The title was,"Stewardimpressive Worship Center was McDade, B. 0. Copeland, R. C. shtp m the Life of Women." She
the central attraction with a pic- Joyner, Horton Baird, Don Hill, was assisted by Mrs. Fred Patton,
ture of Jesus, the Bible, The Ben Evans, Hary Bushart, Ward Mrs. Mills and Mrs. Tyner.
Globe 'and the Three
Candles McClellan, V. J. Voegeli, D. C. The meeting was dismissed
that represented our Pledge to Thacker, Randall Burcham, A. B. with chain prayer.
Pray, Serve and Give. The meet- Roberts, P. J. Trinca, Steve Wiley, During the social hour
the
ing adjourned
hostess served delicious refreshwith prayer by Joe Hall, B. B. Henderson.
Mrs. Walker.
Clyde Williams,Sr.,".C. R. Ben- ments to seven members and one
The hostess, Mrs" Jim Burke, nett, Wilmon Boyd, Arch Huddle- visitor, Mrs. Lubin Grissom.
Mrs. Milburn Conner and
Mrs. ston, Jr., Bill Browning, J. W.
Simpson
served
sandwiches, Shepherd, Clint Reed, J. T. Fow- MRS. WHITNEL
cookies and drinks to 21 regular lkes, L. A. Clifton, J. L. Jones, Jr., HOSTESS TO
members and 11 visitors.
J. C. Scruggs, Louis Weaks, A. G. BRIDGE CLUB
The July meeting will be held Baldridge, Mel Simons, Lela
at Harris Church on Friday night Stubblefield, Clanton Meacham, Mrs. Ann Whitnel was hostess
to a dessert bridge club and two
at 8:00, July 7th, with Misses Al- Guy Gingles, J. D. White, Daisy
visitors, Mrs. Abe Jolley and Mrs.
' lie D. and
Opal
Williams as Terry, Roy Hamby, W. M. Black- R.
C. Pickering.
hostesses. Everyone please note stone, Paul Westpheling, J. D.
the change in meeting date from Davis, Robert Graham, Mansfield "- Games of contract were enjoyLAUNDRY — CLEANERS
ed during the evening. Mrs. ElizWednesday to Friday for this Martin, Clyde Williams, Jr., H. N.
abeth Payne was high scorer for
meeting only.
Strong, Robert Thompson, L. 0. the
members and Mrs. Jolley fbr
'Bradford, Charles Payne, F. H. the
guests.
LOVELY DESSERT BRIDGE
Riddle, Fred Gibson, A. W. Members
playing were: MesdSECRET
GIVEN FRIDAY, JUNE 9
1Green, Hunter Whitesell and ames
Payne, Joe Bennett, Jr., A.
AT MARTIN STRATA CLUB
Misses Jean
Atkins, Adolphus G. Baldridge,
OF SUCCESS!
Hugh Pigue, Guy
, Latta and Mayme Bennett.
t Gingles and J. C.
Mesdames Abe Jolley, G. G.
iris wilo get ahead are wellScruggs.
I Out of town guest were: MesBard and T. M. Franklin were
groomed! We make it easy, eco•
dames
Robert
Sanger
of
Hickman,
Misses Elizabeth Wilkins, Sue
gracious hostesses Friday to a !
nomical fos you by cleantng your
Richard Gerrish of Clarksville, Meacham,
lovely
dessert
Mary
bridge
at
one
thirBarham
and
mits, dresses and blouses to perty at the Strata Club when they Tenn., Nick Kish of Buffalo N.Y., Doris Shore are on a two weeks
fection. And our special 1 - day
complimented a group of their Henry Alexander of Cristwood, vacation trip through the East.
iervice is a boon to small wardKy., I. W. Dobbins of Louisville,
friends and out of town guests.
robes.
A delicious dessert was served Everett Earl Jolley and Paul Jolley of Union City.
the guests at long u shaped tables
beautifully decorted with arranPHONE 14
gements of roses, sweetpeas and
daisies and lighted green tapers
FOR PICK UP
spaced at intervals between them.
Mrs. Virgil Davis was high scorer for the afternoon, Mrs. Joe
Bennett, Jr., second high, Mrs.
Rupert Stilley, low and Mrs. J. E.
Willams won the bridge bingo
prize. Mrs. Hugh Pigue won the
door prize.
Guests were: Mesdames Davis,

r.

ulton

I. Just before dinner time, you
pick your food from 280 pounds
ef fresh, nutritious food ...

2. You buy most of your food a
tow cost, because you buy in quan.
thy—at the peak of the season, if
when there are sales.

3. You never have to let fresh.
caught fish or game go to waste.
Your General Electric Home
Freezer keeps most food delicious
up to a year.

4. You don't have to shop whoa
the weather's bad, or when tie
children are sick ... or when me.
expected company calls.

Particular People
refer
PARIS IAN

FRIGIDAIRE

HLY

Electric Range

9.50

Ickes'
iised.
-tidy
Age.
11ler
.verts
bev-

ITS THRIFTY
GIANT OVEN
60Es CLOW
ACROSi.

nit

tic
Street
•

A completely new idea and another Frigidaire first! A bigger,
more usable thrifty oven In r•
range that takes IA less kitchen
space! Breath-taking styling by
Raymond Loewyl Feature aftc.
feature of costliest range
models, including Frigidaire's
new, more efficient Radiantube
Surface Units! ALL at a sensational low price! Come in - see
this startling new-corner among
•lectric rangesl

•

IRINA
ONEY

log in
le new
o $25
ober's
how.

r

•

vim FOP ONLY

$16975

• It's compactl
• It's thrifty!

Model Rm - 35 with Cook -Master Oven
Clock-Control, Lamp and Utensil Drawer

\

5. You rest secure in the knowledge that your General Electric
Home Freezer is a dependable home
freezer—one that assures you low.
cost operating efficiency.

6. The sealed-in refrigera jog ayes
tern in your home freezer is tie
same type as that which has be
giving satisfactory service in miss
than 1,700,000 refrigerators h.
more than 10 years.

will be mighty proud to own a General Electric
Home Freezer. Why not drop in and see these
remarkable, dependahl viome Freezers today?
4-ft. size 8219,
8-ft. size $319,
11-ft. size $369.45

YOU

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT

EASY TERMS

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake Street

RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HOME
CAN SHOW SAVINGS
UP TO $14.50 A MONTH!

YOUR DEALER HAS
A HOME FREEZER

WHEN you're miles from a grocery, and company's coming!
WHEN there's produce in the garden begging to be preserved!
WHEN there's a sale on your family's favorite food or fruit!
WHEN the menfolks come proudly home with a limit string of fish!
WHEN you feel in the mood to do a month's baking in one day!
WHEN there's enough left over for another meal (and who wants to eat
it tomorrow again?)!..

AND YOUR PURSE

You Can't Match a
Frigidaire Electric Rangel

ilit°N

$19975
Graham Furniture Co.

303 Walnut Street

4
s
n141K..*
Wow• "'
A,•

SUPER M

TO FIT YOUR FAMILY

• It's high-speed!

or.1VMSONW.

This is YOU
when you own a
General Electric Home Freezer

Mrs. Garland Merryman entertained with a lovely bridge party
at her home in Country Club
Courts Friday night.
Arrangements of roses and verbenas added a note of beauty to
the attractive home.
Four tables were arranged for
games of contract. Mrs. Morgan
Omar was high scorer, Mrs. Stanley Jones, low and Miss Jean Atkins won the bridge bingo.
Coca Colas were served during
the games and at the conclusion
of the games a delicious dessert
was served.
The guest.list included: Mesdames Omar, Jones, Fred libmra,
Clyde Williams, Jr., Clyde Hill(
William Sewell, J. A. Poe, T. J.
Kramer, Jr., Ralph Winsead, J. L.
Jones, Jr., Randall Burcham and
Miss Jean Atkins.

CLUBS --F—
—+—
HOME NEWS
Elizabeth Witty, Editor

SOUTH FULTON WSCS
MEETS WEDNESDAY
AT NEW HOPE CHURCH

•
tertained
.sday afanti two
sell and

MRS. MERRYMAN
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE PARTY

Phone /)5

Then nothing but o home freezer will fill your new's.

Not only do you save trips to the grocery, have more variety in your
meals, save time, and get better flavor and quality, but you save
real dollars and cents too. In fact, one survey of home freezer
owners indicated an average saving of $14.51 every month.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
I N C • 22222

I •

Phone I

5.

CLASSIFIED ADS

DON'T
FORGET

VITALAIRE ICE refrigerators,
100-pound capacity; only five
left at this new, low closeout
Were
each.
price of $65.00
$89.50. Fulton Ice Company,
Phone 72, Fulton.

POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
Th,N,-ue :el authorized to anndUnce
the Landitiltey of the following, subjeet to the action of the Tennessee
'homier:die Primary to be held on
Thursday. August 3, MO:

• Miscellaneous
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CARD OF THANKS

cruit, USN, of Route 3, Fulton,
Ky., is undergoing recruit trainL.
Jones,
J.
Dr.
of
The family
BUY-SELL-1.IRE-RENT
apdeep
at the world's largest Naval
express
ing
to
Sr., wishes
FOR U. S. REPRESENTATIVE
many kind- Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
preciation for the
with an economical classified
(Ninth Congressional District)
nesses extended in their recent
ROBERT A. (Fats) EVERETT
Recruit training is the 'harp
ad in this column, read each FOR SALE: Floe acres. New
bereavement.
bath
and
week throughout the Fulton
rooms
large
4
house,
break between civilian and NaRiver
Tennessee
plenty
NOTICE;
i trade area. No other method
Navy
room. Closets. 4 miles northFish Market. CARD OF
catfish. Nogg's
val life in which the new
reaches so many for so little.
Highway.
fundamental
west Fulton on 51
the
226.
learns
Phone
the
man
express
'to
I cannot begin
Crutchfield,
Brown,
Fleet Insertion 3c per word
service.
Arnie
feel "or all *he principles of the Naval
(minimum, 50e)
NOTICE: Have lots of fun ht•the deep gratitude
Route 1.
my
during
me
shown
2c
/
Each Succeeding Insertion I1
New Skating rink at Star Cafe kindnesses
Louis and in iliRbAND MRS. DILLON
FOR SALE: Farmall tractor with
Per word.
and Trailer Park, East State recent illness in St.
Fulton. I am deeply grateful for ENTERTAIN ON
t"
all equipment used but in very
Line..
all the cards, letters, fluwers and
We will be glad to help you
good condition. John Deere
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Dillon enrememberances sent me tertained at their home near Waother
prepare your ad at our office;
Combine with motor in practiand especially will I remember ter Valley Friday night, June 9
or mail It in with the money.
cally new condition. Call or see
Veterinary Service
the devotion shown me by my with an out door party.
All classified ads are cash in
Dr. John L. Jones, Jr.
advance.
for Fulton and adjacent counties, neighbors who would have made
•
Their guests mere 25 young peoFOR SALE: Profitable 50-acre at Evans Drug Company, phone my crop for me if I had not re- ple of East Prairie, No. Also Mr.
covered when I did.
grocery 95.
general
farm with
and Mrs. C. B. Lane and Mr .and
Thanks again to all of you and Mrs. Issac Watts.
store, adjoining accredited high
I am sincerely grateful.
Dr. E. B. Cherry,
school; on milk routes; well lo• For Sale
-Justin Atte.bery.
cated on concrete highway 5 Registered. Veterinarian;
hours
Miss Peggy Scott, who has
miles from Union City, Tenn. 9:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m., or by apfinished her art course at Harris
ill pointment.
Only reason for selling:
School of Advertising is spending
Charles Jones In
BARGAINS!
mother,
health of owner.
the summer with her
it Training
50-acre farm is well fenced and WELLS DRILLED: Pumps
Mrs. Ruth Scott on West State
FOR SALE:
all sowed in good clover, in., stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 4
$50.
Charles W Jones, seaman re- Line.
Motor bike
house. 3-room
eludes 7-room
Paschall Street. Martin High$50.
Cash register
tenant house, 2 barns, 3 wells,
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
3 stock ponds; all modern im
Complete dark room equip$100.
provements. Good grocery and DOCTORS' BILLS paid the easy
ment
way by hospitalization policy.
general store business 7 days
See W. E. Jackson at the
Casualty Insurance
Mrs. Secured
a week. See or write
Hyland,
Gladys
Company;
Ernest Lowe, Fulton Electric &
Jackson Drug Store
agent. Box 315; Phone 1185.
Furniture Company, Phone 100.
St.
Paschall
110
370
Telephone
FOR SALE: 33 goats. Lewis Kim- COMPLETE GLASS SERVICE:
bro north of Fulton on Hightable tops, windows, structural,
way 51. Fulton, Route 1.
plate, mirrors, glass shelves.
FOR SALE: Duroc boar about 14
or
Heath
W.
Auto glass installed while you
months old. See J.
used electric
Good
SALE:
FOR
wait. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Mr. Shanks.
Frigidaire. Singer sewing maFulton Paint & Glass Co.; 210
FOR CHAIR COVERINGS, AUTOS.
chine. Darnell Furniture Co.„
FOR SALE: Good 1947 Ford twoChurch Street, phone 909.
108 Paschall, Phone 1395.
ton truck. Four speed rear axle,
107
Hogg's Fish Market.
East
TABLE COVERINGS, ETC.
Com$500. See it at City Motor
used electric FO
pa
Street, R SALE: Good
Lot. Fourth
OK ny
refrigerator. A bargain. Tel. LAWN MOWERS and hand saws
Available in
Fulton.
sharpened the
modern way.
908 or 1134.
Green, - Cream,
State Line.
4AYTAG WASHERS, standard FOR SALE: Good used LA John
-red, - blue
and automatic models, $124.95
Deere tractor call 195.
54-inches wide.
and up. Sales and service.
5.00 PER WEEK
Bennett Electric, Phone 201. GOOD VALUES in used refrigerEasy
ators, $69.50 to $99.50.
Fulton. Ky.
terms. Fourth Street Furniture
Store, 225 East 4th, Fulton.
.Our used cars are cars

THANKS
I
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PLASTIC

Wa.

the
Co.12.•
"Lync
1123.50

MATERIAL

FATHERS

DAY

$"
yd

Earle Hotel

you will be proud
to own

204 Plain

Used Car Lot

SUNDAY

(t09 Church

204 Commercial Ave.

FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
Glass Company, 210 Church
Street, Phone 909.

Phone 183

Billy C. Fry
Jeweler

Fulton, Ky.
FOR SALE: 1941 Dodge coupe.
Good mechanical condition. Excellent tires, $350. City Motor
Company OK Lot. Fourth St.,
Fulton.

Watch and clock rep?(ring
Prompt service
All work guaranteed
Phone 455
113 Washington Street
in
Across from the telephone office
FOR SALE: Number rti lot
Irvin Cobb Resort. Mrs. Everett
Herndon, Route 3, Paducah,
DR. J. W. TOSH
Ky; phone 3368-W.

Puzzled

LIKE'NEW
Steinway, Knabe, Story
C.ark, Lester, Wurlitzer and
many others.
Priced from

All were taken in trade on?kw
Baldwin Pianos.
622 Broadway

As To
WHAT
TO GIVE?
Come To

CARTER-RICE

Paducah, Ky.

Fulton
Main St.
(Across from Bennett
Drug Store)

DON'T DELAY.
COME NOW.

Carter
-lace
CLOTHING CO.
296 Main Street
Fulton

('her, I,

trevt

I

Tilton

SPECIALS

FRIDAY
*Apr

SATURDAY

JUNE 16 - 17

(one limit) 3-1b. can, each

Fruit Salad or R. A. Cherries
,
vi No. 21i can New Low Price

No. 2'/i can
Libby or Dole
33e
(Sliced or Crushed) (3 limit) can

Rosedale, No.

sa
WI

iflj
rn
ly
in

ROMs

can

do
Cl
go
Ia
cl
tl,
ti
bo

Sc

Rath

Bar

(Self-Rising)

5 LI)5.

STANDARD CAN

-

LB.

2
1°

("e Limit)

Can

125 Feet

3 TALL CANS

COW MVO OilIOArtom
-OF IMPOSE

Nal.

Phone 960

b ;
tht
- tre
h 1

2 LBS.

PEABERRY

Fulton, Ky.

of

Plain

No.
og02e can

Box 37

wh
(to
oil
fi
the
ly

a

Cm)

TALL "NS

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY
OF FULTON

Be
hac
i)su
bu
i)
c

so'
Eic

6 cans

lbw win live with your
new range a long time
---ro we suggest you
shop and compare. See
the Tappan! There's a
Illnalth of conveniences
no soda Tone kitchen
hours easier more enjoyable. Pomona
for its beauty, your new Tappan
skit be the envy of your friend&

se
'cl
an

b(
kit

DESTROY TEttMILES. Free inprice
spection. Reasonable
McKinney, Mayfield,
Frank
Ky. P. ). Box 471, Phone
1309-J.

COME

We'll show you a dozen
things that will guarantee to please Dad to
pieces. Our stocks of
fine quality merchandise include everything
from a 25c hankerchief
to a $47.50 fine summer
suit.

Jewelry Store

Fulton

for Job Printing.

ALL MAKES SWING
INES reoaired; a work guaranteed. New and used machines for sale. Contact
Shoe Shop, 204 Main Street,
Fulton; agency for The Sewing
Machine Center of Cairo, Ill.

PIANOS, brand- new Spinet,
any finish, $465.00; these are
regular $600, pianos with full
used
keyboards. Guaranteed
pianos, $95.00 up. Free delivEdwards, on 6th
ery. Harry
Street (in front of the Court- FOR RENT: House, lot and garhouse), Paducah, Ky.
per
for $15
den in Cayce
morth. H. L. Hardy, Fulton,
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONOKentucky.
RECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
tonight,
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or OFFICERS' MEETING
7:30 p. m. All members invited.
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
Loyal Order of Moose, 212
playing. Sport Center. 324 WalChurch Street, Fulton
nut, Fulton, Ky.

on
rig

Wit

ANDREWS

77' PAPER SPOONS & FORKS "" 25"
Used Spinets
204
28'
Is
39' SWEET PICKLES standa' Pu''
usr
MACH.
26e RICE LB'
12W
38'
Y
PARKA
$395
Forsesteer
2
19"
SALT
'S
MORTON
PMEAPPLE,
Feezle Piano Sales
44RJE
Itikilr FOOD
8
PURE "T
fiERBERS
I
22`' FREE WITH COUPON 7171:I;EVERY 4)
ASPARAGUS
• Notices
17' 'ROTENONE'VEGETABLE SPRAY"'65'
GREEN & WHITE LIMAS
•
7W
27' OCTAGON LAUNDRY
BANANAS
10'
29' PALMOLIVE SOAP
'ACRO'MEAL
Box
12W
ER
CLEANS
AJAX
25'
TUNA
2
4'
-25' OCTAGON TOILET SOAP Bar
SARDINES
TIDE OR DREFT
IN AND LET VS GSVE TOE A COMPUTE
530
COFFEE
THE
FAMOUS
Of
RATION
DEMONST
33,
- KECO FEEDS WHITE CREAM STYLE CORN
BOX
1.19 40% HOG SUPPLEMENT 'FT' 5.20
LIPTONS TEA "B.
3.25
ARMOUR'S STAR COOKED BRAINS 21' CORN FEED MEAL
4.55
63' GROWING MASH("")
CUDAHY'S BEEF GRAVY
22*
NEW 'POTTERY' SHIPMENT
LUNCH ROLL
Assorted Sizes and Shapes
36'
PET OR CARNATION
Stone Jars
Flower Pots
Glass Goblet
s,
etc.
Jardiner
Churns
32'
BUTTER
Pam)
(Peter
PEANUT
S
FROM
$119.00
RANGE PRICED
Eyesight Specialist

ARE YOU

Phone,

en fay ore Cpiiir
Prke•
plent•orrilag. burring Fri Tor

Western Auto Associate Store

Phone 55

• Services

TAYLORS

IS NEXT

these and many other
famed Gorham° Sterling patterns in our wide showing of
patterns that lead the 1950 Silver Parade ... Gorham designs
that are winning the acclaim of
America's most discriminating
hostesses!
OTRADII
See

U-TOTE- EM Groom
Lake Street

Fulton, Kentucky

ti
It

